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“Imagination is more important than knowledge. For knowledge is limited,
whereas imagination embraces the entire world, stimulating progress, giving
birth to evolution.”

Albert Einstein
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In order to be worldwide competitive, the automotive industry is constantly
challenged to produce higher quality vehicles in the shortest time possible
and with the minimum costs of production. Most of the problems with
new products derive from poor quality design processes, which often leads
to undesired issues in a stage where changes are extremely expensive.
During the preliminary design phase, designers have to deal with complex
parametric problems where material and geometric characteristics of the
car components are unknown. Any change in these parameters might
significantly affect the global behaviour of the car. A target which is very
sensitive to small variations of the parameters is the noise and vibration
response of the vehicle (NVH study), which strictly depends on its global
static and dynamic stiffness. In order to find the optimal solution, a lot of
configurations exploring all the possible parametric combinations need to
be tested. The current state of the art in the automotive design context is
still based on standard numerical simulations, which are computationally
very expensive when applied to this kind of multidimensional problems.
As a consequence, a limited number of configurations is usually analysed,
leading to suboptimal products. An alternative is represented by reduced
order method (ROM) techniques, which are based on the idea that the
essential behaviour of complex systems can be accurately described by
simplified low-order models.
This thesis proposes a novel extension of the proper generalized decomposi-
tion (PGD) method to optimize the design process of a car structure with
respect to its global static and dynamic stiffness properties. In particular,
the PGD method is coupled with the inertia relief (IR) technique and the
inverse power method (IPM) to solve, respectively, the parametric static
and dynamic stiffness analysis of an unconstrained car structure and extract
its noise and vibrations properties. A main advantage is that, unlike many
other ROM methods, the proposed approach does not require any pre-
processing phase to collect prior knowledge of the solution. Moreover, the
PGD solution is computed with only one offline computation and presents
an explicit dependency on the introduced design variables. This allows
to compute the solutions at a negligible computational cost and therefore
opens the door to fast optimisation studies and real-time visualisations
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of the results in a pre-defined range of parameters. A novel algebraic
approach is also proposed which allows to involve both material and com-
plex geometric parameters, such that shape optimisation studies can be
performed. In addition, the method is developed in a nonintrusive format,
such that an interaction with commercial software is possible, which makes
it particularly interesting for industrial applications. Finally, in order to
support the designers in the decision-making process, a graphical interface
app is developed which allows to visualise in real-time how changes in the
design variables affect pre-defined quantities of interest.
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1 Introduction

1.1 The automotive design process: state of the
art and challenges

The automotive design process represents an extremely complex and time-
consuming engineering problem. A vehicle itself is a complex structure
made of thousands of components and several systems which must work
together under the most diverse road, traffic and weather conditions. The
development process starts years before the vehicle is ready for production
and the marketplace. During this time, teams of engineers from the most
diverse areas of expertise have to cooperate and work in parallel in order
to predict and optimise every single aspect related to the product, from its
manufacturing, to its life-cycle and final disposal. On top of the inherent
complexity of a car development process, modern vehicles are required to
meet hundreds of targets to satisfy increasingly ambitious customers needs
and governmental regulations. To make things worse, the current global
market is pushing for producing new products at a faster pace. In such
a competitive scenario, the only chance for the automotive companies to
keep the pace is to increase the efficiency of their development processes by
reducing both the time-to-market and the costs of production. It has been
estimated that a poor quality of the design stage is the cause of the 85%
of problems with new products which do not work as they should, take
too long to bring to market, or cost too much [1]. Clearly, a good design
process has a major impact on the quality of the final product. Conversely,
good manufacturing cannot compensate the design flaws. The conventional
design process is affected by a peculiar paradox [2], as shown in Fig. 1.1.
The graphic shows that the knowledge about a design problem, thus the
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ability to find better solutions, increases during time. As the project pro-
ceeds, the designers are forced to take decisions which, many times, cannot
be modified later on. As a consequence, the increasing knowledge about the
design problem remains unexploited, while the freedom to make changes
decreases more and more (see Fig. 1.1).

During the 20th century, thanks to the tremendous growth of com-

Figure 1.1: The design paradox between design
knowledge and design freedom. (Source: Dieter and

Schmidt [2])

puting power and the advances in computational science, a new discipline
known as simulation-based engineering (SBE) [3] has been established
in the industrial sector. SBE methods are able to emulate the physical
behaviour of an engineering system by employing numerical methods (e.g.
finite elements, finite volumes, finite differences) to solve complex math-
ematical models. With SBE, the industry started to substitute physical
prototypes and experimental testing with virtual prototyping and computer
simulations. Ideally, these numerical simulations could be used to explore
the whole design space and to identify the optimal solutions already during
the preliminary phase of the design process, avoiding the design paradox
described above. However, the drawback of standard SBE methods is that,
every time a design variable (input of the problem) is changed, the compu-
tational model has to be updated and a new numerical simulation has to be
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performed in order to evaluate its performance. Consequently, as shown in
Fig. 1.2, the same problem is to be solved several times with updated design
variables until the optimal design is obtained and the development process
can keep on. Due to the characteristic large scale of a detailed (also referred

Create

 initial model

Numerical 

test

Optimal 
Design?

Update model 
(design variables)

NO

Next 
step

YES

Design loop

Figure 1.2: Cyclic standard design process.

as high-fidelity or full-order) vehicle model, standard numerical methods
can be extremely time-consuming and computationally expensive, even
if high performance computing resources, usually available in industrial
contexts, are used. Considering that the number of required simulations
may reach millions in order to test all the possible configurations, exploring
the whole design space by performing full-order simulations is clearly not
affordable. For this reason, many times designers are only able to test a
limited number of configurations, mainly based on their experience and
intuition, accepting that this could bring unexpected problems in a later
stage, causing delays in the whole development process and leading to a
suboptimal product.

In this general scenario, alternative solutions to optimise the design process
are needed. One possible approach could be to increase the dimension of
the problem by introducing the design parameters as extra coordinates
and solve the resulting multidimensional problem. However, the issue with
high-dimensional problems is that, if standard mesh-based methods are
used, the computational cost explodes exponentially with the number of de-
sign variables involved. More precisely, if D is the number of variables and
M is the number of nodes used to discretise each design space coordinate,
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the total number of degrees of freedom scales with MD, which becomes
once again computationally unaffordable in industrial applications.
In order to overcome this computational challenge, known as curse of di-
mensionality phenomenon, a lot of research has been conducted in the last
two decades in the field of reduced order modelling (ROM) techniques [4].
As suggested by the name, ROM methods aim at reducing the numerical
complexity of high-dimensional problems by constructing approximated
low-order models which can speed up the calculation time, while pre-
serving the expected accuracy within a controlled error. Commonly, the
approximated model, also known as surrogate model or metamodel [5, 6], is
constructed in an offline stage. Afterwards, in the online phase, the model
can be used to obtain multiple-query solutions for different values of the
design variables or to perform optimisation studies by running real-time
efficient calculations.

Usually, ROM approaches are classified into a posteriori and a priori
methods. The more popular are a posteriori methods. These approaches
first need to solve the full-order problem for a suitably chosen set of param-
eters. The obtained solutions (snapshots) are taken as a basis of functions
describing the most relevant characteristics of the solution. The (reduced)
basis is then used as a training set to solve problems corresponding to dif-
ferent values of the parameters, at a much lower computational cost during
the online phase. Clearly, the accuracy of the solution for any new value
of the parameters highly depends on the right choice of the representative
set of problems (snapshots) used to extract the reduced basis. Some of
the most popular a posteriori methods are the Krylov-based methods [7],
the reduced basis method [8], and the Proper Orthogonal Decomposition
(POD) technique [9].

An appealing alternative is represented by the proper generalised de-
composition (PGD) method [10–12], which is instead an a priori approach,
in the sense that it computes the reduced basis without relying on pre-
viously computed full-order solutions associated with arbitrary samples
of the parametric space. This is possible thanks to the main assumption
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of the method, that is to treat the parameters as extra coordinates and
approximate the solution of the resulting high-dimensional problem as a
sum of “rank-one” terms. Each of these “rank-one” terms is given by the
product of basis functions depending explicitly on the coordinates of the
problem (spatial and parametric coordinates). This compact approximated
expression of the solution, also known as computational vademecum, is
particularised, in the online phase, for any set of the design variables at a
negligible computational cost and with very low computational resources.
As a consequence, it can be uploaded on light computational devices
(such as tablets or smartphones), such that the visualisation of the re-
sults, optimisation studies or inverse analysis can be performed in real-time.

Based on this short description of the method, it is already clear that
PGD has a big potential in the design context, as it supports the designers
in the decision-making already in the preliminary phase of the development
process. In fact, with PGD, the standard design loop shown in Fig. 1.2
can be substituted by the linear design process of Fig. 1.3. The price to
pay in order to avoid the continuous iterations is to invest some time and
computational effort in an offline phase. During this stage, the parametric
model is first built and then solved by means of just one offline PGD
computation, providing an explicit parametric PGD solution. Thus, in the
online phase, designers can explore the whole design space in real-time by
visualising and post-processing the results for every possible combination
of the design variables.

Parametric

model

Solve parametric 
problem

Parametric

solution

Linear design process

O
ffl

in
e

Real-time visualisation of the results

O
nl

in
e

Figure 1.3: Linear design process. The problem
is defined and solved in a multidimensional space,
avoiding the continuous iterations typical of the con-

ventional design loop.
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The PGD method was successfully tested in the most diverse classes of
problems, such as flow problems [13–18], thermal problems [19–21], solid
mechanics [22–24], fracture mechanics [25, 26], geophysical problems [27,
28], elastic metamaterials and coupled magneto-mechanical problems [29,
30]. However, it still presents some limitations.

First, the application to geometrically parametrised problems remains
particularly challenging. This is due to the fact that one essential require-
ment of the PGD method is that the input quantities of the problem (such
as the stiffness and mass matrix) are to be expressed with an explicit and
separated dependence on the parameters. This is clearly not an easy task,
especially when complex shape parametrisations, like the one which are
typical in the automotive context, are considered. Previous works that dealt
with parametric shapes are usually limited to simple geometric dependence
[31–35]. Other authors proposed a technique based on the idea that a
parent domain can be associated to the parametric domain in order to
introduce the parametric dependency on the geometry in the governing
equations [32, 36]. More recently, another approach was proposed [37]
in which the control points characterising the NURBS curves or surfaces
used in CAD representation are defined as the geometric parameters of the
problem, making an effort towards the full integration of computational
geometry and analysis in the field or ROMs [38–40]. Another important
drawback of the original PGD method, when compared to other a posteriori
approaches, is the intrusivity of its implementation. In fact, the standard
PGD requires an intrusive modification of the finite element (FE) formula-
tion of the problem, as described in several works [33, 37, 41–44]. Clearly,
this makes the method not suitable for an industrial context, where com-
mercial software with inaccessible source codes is usually employed. This
limitation has motivated the development of nonintrusive implementations
of the PGD rationale for solid [45] and fluid [46] mechanics problems.
As it will be fully described later, this thesis proposes a hybrid version
of the PGD method which solves both the intrusivity and complex shape
optimisation issues. On one hand, it can still be considered an a priori
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approach, as it does not require any previous full-order computation of
the solution. On the other hand, a pre-process step is added, where the
input data are only sampled (without solving the problem) in the para-
metric domain of interest and then expressed in the required explicit format.

With the goal of proving the big potential of PGD in the context of design
optimisation, this thesis focuses on one of the several targets which must
be fulfilled during the development process of a new car, that is the Noise,
Vibration and Harshness (NVH) behaviour of the vehicle. Next section
reviews the main challenges in the context of the standard NVH analysis
and introduces the advantages of developing a PGD-based methodology to
solve it.

1.2 Noise, Vibration and Harshness (NVH) anal-
ysis

In the last decades, the NVH performance of a vehicle has had an increas-
ingly stronger impact on the customer perception of ride comfort and brand
quality, becoming one of the most prioritised attributes when purchasing a
new car. In order to be competitive in the global market, car manufacturers
need to improve the NVH properties of their products without degrading
any other (often conflicting) target such as crashworthiness, light-weight,
safety, ecological impact and styling. The automotive NVH optimisation
represents a multidisciplinary field of research in continuous evolution. To
give some examples, it needs experimental techniques for the measurements
of noise and vibrations [47], methods based on psychoacoustics to evaluate
the human perception of the discomfort [48], or strategies to correlate nu-
merical and experimental results [49]. Several solutions have been proposed
in order to improve the NVH experienced by the occupants of the cabin.
Most of the times, the attention is focused on the source of noise and
vibrations [50]. In the past, this was mainly represented by the engine and
powertrain. Today, vehicles are much quieter than several years ago, and
the focus has shifted to other sources of noise, such as road excitation and
tyre performance [51, 52]. Also, in the last years a lot of research has been
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done to study the NVH properties of hybrid and electric vehicles [53–56].

Many times, the most effective way of improving the NVH performance is
to act on the material and geometric properties of the car body structure
resulting from the assembly of all the substructural components, which in
car design is referred as global Body-in-White (BiW) structure, where the
term global is used to differentiate it from the local components. In fact, the
NVH response is particularly sensitive to changes in the design parameters,
as it strictly depends on the global static and dynamic stiffness of the
vehicle body structure. The dynamic properties, which provide important
information about the vibrational behaviour of the BiW, are usually ob-
tained in terms of natural frequencies and mode shapes by performing the
standard FE modal analysis. The standard FE static analysis, instead,
allows to evaluate the global static stiffness and extract indicators of the
ride comfort. Due to the large number of configurations to be tested and
the high cost of each static and dynamic simulation involved, the NVH
analysis is traditionally performed at a later stage of the design process,
risking to encounter late undesired issues.

As discussed in the previous section, in order to speed up the design
cycle and avoid the unsustainable waste of time and resources in proto-
typing non-optimal products, the automotive industry is highly interested
in new software [57] and advanced simulation-based methodologies able
to predict the vehicle performance already during the preliminary phase
of the development process [58]. Most of the research efforts of the last
years concentrated on developing new techniques that build equivalent
simplified FE models of the BiW characterised by beams, joints and panels,
[59–61]. This allows to drastically reduce the degrees of freedom, such that
the calculation time of each simulation is much less and fast optimisation
studies can be performed. Of course, a pre-process step is needed where
full-order simulations are performed in order to calibrate the properties of
the equivalent reduced model.

The approach proposed in this work aims at avoiding the pre-process
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phase, where a choice on the set of full-order simulations has to be made.
Moreover, the extreme simplification of the original model with beam ele-
ments might lead to poor accuracy. For this reason, the idea of this thesis
is to construct a parametric detailed FE model of the BiW structure, as
the one shown in Fig. 1.4. The material properties of the car components
can be defined in a parametric way. Similarly, the geometric properties can
be defined parametrically using the morphing tools available in modern
commercial software. Once the parametric model is built, the goal is to

Parametric 
components

Figure 1.4: Parametric BiW structure. (Courtesy
of SEAT S.A.)

follow a linear design process, as said in the previous section. However,
solving the parametric global static and dynamic stiffness analysis of the
BiW presents several challenges. The goal of this thesis is to address this
challenges by developing a PGD-based strategy which can finally provide a
tool to accelerate and improve the preliminary phase of the design process.
The main objectives and contributions of the present work are described in
next section.

1.3 Objectives and outline of the Doctoral thesis

The goal of this thesis is to propose a new PGD-based method to perform
the parametric NVH study of a vehicle BiW structure characterised by
material and complex shape design variables. The proposed methodology
allows to efficiently explore the variation in the design space of the BiW
static and dynamic global stiffnesses. In this way, the NVH performance is
evaluated already in the pre-design phase of the development process.
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To address the challenges posed by a parametric NVH study, this thesis
presents the following contributions:

• In the static case, the PGD is coupled with the inertia relief method
(PGD-IR), which is an approach widely used by the industry to
perform parametric static analysis of a unconstrained BiW structures.

• In the dynamic case, the PGD is coupled with the Inverse Power
Method (PGD-IPM) to develop a parametric eigensolver able to ex-
tract the dynamic properties of the BiW in terms of lowest natural
frequencies and corresponding mode shapes.

• A hybrid version of the PGD method is developed, which preserves
the nonintrusivity of the methodology, allowing the integration within
the commercial software and permitting to deal with complex shape
parametrisations.

• The proposed PGD-IR and PGD-IPM approaches are validated by
performing the static and dynamic global stiffness analysis of a free-
free 3D structure characterised by geometric and material parameters.

• The method is applied to an industrially representative problem to
perform the NVH analysis of a parametric BiW structure.

• A multi-objective optimisation analysis is performed as a direct and
straightforward exploitation of the proposed solution.

• A graphical interface app is developed which allows to visualise in real-
time how changes in the design variables affect pre-defined quantities
of interest (QoIs).
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The thesis is structured in five chapters, including this introduction. The
next chapters are organised as follows. Chapter 2 develops a computational
framework for the solution of unconstrained parametric structural problems
with the inertia relief (IR) and the PGD method. Also, the hybrid approach
to deal with geometric parameters and preserve the nonintrusivity is de-
tailed. The applicability and potential of the developed technique is shown
using a simple linear elastic three dimensional test case with one material
and one geometric parameter. Chapter 3 presents a parametric version of
the inverse power method (IPM) by using the PGD rationale. With only
one offline computation, the proposed PGD-IPM approach provides an ana-
lytical parametric expression of few smallest (in magnitude) eigenvalues (or
natural frequency) and corresponding eigenvectors (shape modes), which
contains all the possible solutions for every combination of the parameters
within pre-defined ranges. The same three dimensional structure used in
the static case is tested to validate the dynamic results. Chapter 4 finally
applies the PGD-IR and PGD-IPM algorithms to an industrial example to
perform the parametric NVH analysis of a representative BiW structure.
A parametrised FE model of the BiW is built by means of a pre-processor
commercial software, which allows to take into account any kind of material
and geometric parameters. A comparison between the results obtained
through the PGD-NVH solver and the corresponding full-order FE simu-
lations performed by means of the MSC-Nastran commercial software is
shown to validate the proposed method. In addition, an optimisation study
is presented to find the optimal materials and shape properties with respect
to the NVH performance. Finally, a graphical interface app is developed
which allows to visualise the results in real-time. Chapter 5 summarises
the most relevant conclusions and outlooks of this thesis.

1.4 Publications, conferences and awards

Articles in indexed journals:

• Cavaliere, F., Zlotnik, S., Sevilla, R., Larráyoz, X., & Díez, P:
Nonintrusive reduced order model for parametric solutions of inertia
relief problems. In: International Journal for Numerical Methods in
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2 Parametric static analysis of

unconstrained structures

Unconstrained structures are widespread in the automotive, aerospace and
naval industry. As is well known, due to the singularity of the stiffness
matrix, conventional static analyses cannot be performed if the system
undergoes rigid body motions. At the same time, imposing dummy con-
straints in order to make a free-body system statically determinate leads
to unrealistic reaction forces and, as a consequence, an unrealistic distri-
bution of the internal stresses. The inertia relief (IR) method represents
an attractive alternative for solving unconstrained structural problems
without resorting to the more expensive full dynamic analysis [62]. The
main idea is to counteract the unbalanced applied loads by a set of rigid
body accelerations, the latter providing body forces which are distributed
over the structure in such a way that the applied forces are equilibrated
and the static analysis can be performed. The technique is available into
most of the commercial finite element packages and it has been widely used
by the industry in different fields [63–71].

The static global stiffness analysis of a vehicle body structure is a common
example that involves the computational simulation of an unconstrained
configuration using the IR method. The BiW global stiffness plays a sig-
nificant role in the design process of a car. As already discussed in the
introduction, an important challenge of this problem is the number of
parameters (e.g. geometry, material) to be considered during the design of
a BiW. As any change in the material or geometrical characteristics of the
car components might have considerable effects on the global behaviour of
the structure, the number of simulations that are required to account for the
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whole range of the involved parameters becomes prohibitive when classical
numerical approaches are employed. As a consequence, the possibility to
perform parametric studies, shape optimisation or inverse identification in
the context of a BiW remains a challenge.

In order overcome this issue, this chapter proposes a PGD-IR method
for the solution of an unconstrained structure characterised by material
and/or geometric parameters. A hybrid algebraic version of the PGD
method is developed, which allows to deal with complex shape parametri-
sations. The structure of this chapter is as follows. Section 2.1 presents
the problem statement in terms of an elastodynamic boundary value prob-
lem. Section 2.2 briefly reviews the idea behind the IR method for a
non-parametric problem. The proposed PGD-IR approach is presented in
Section 2.3, where the PGD approach is proposed to solve the parametric
IR problem. Also, the hybrid algebraic approach to deal with geometric
parameters is detailed. In Section 3.3 one numerical examples is used to
show the potential of the proposed method. Finally, Section 2.5 summarises
the conclusions. The content of this chapter is based on the following
publication:

• Cavaliere, F., Zlotnik, S., Sevilla, R., Larráyoz, X., & Díez, P:
Nonintrusive reduced order model for parametric solutions of inertia
relief problems. In: International Journal for Numerical Methods in
Engineering 122.16 (2021), pp. 4270–4291.

2.1 Finite elements formulation of elastodynamic
problems

2.1.1 Problem statement

Let us consider an open bounded domain ⌦ ⇢ Rd, where d is the number
of spatial dimensions. The boundary of the domain is assumed to be
partitioned into the the disjoint parts �D and �N , where Dirichlet and
Neumann boundary conditions are prescribed respectively. The strong form
of the elastodynamic problem using the classical Voigt notation ([72]) can
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be written as 8
>>>>>>>>>><

>>>>>>>>>>:

⇢ü�rT
S� = b in ⌦⇥ (0, T ]

u = uD on �D ⇥ (0, T ]

ET� = tN on �N ⇥ (0, T ],

u = u0 in ⌦⇥ {0}

u̇ = v0 in ⌦⇥ {0}

(2.1)

where u is the displacement field, ü denotes the acceleration, � is a vector
containing the extensional and shear stress components of the Cauchy stress
tensor, b is a external body force vector, T is the final time of interest, E is
a matrix accounting for the normal direction to the boundary, uD and tN

are the prescribed displacement and traction vectors on the Dirichlet and
Neumann boundaries respectively and u0 and v0 are the initial position
and velocity respectively. In three dimensions, the matrix operator rS

and the matrix E are given by

rS :=

2

664

@/@x1 0 0 @/@x2 @/@x3 0

0 @/@x2 0 @/@x1 0 @/@x3

0 0 @/@x3 0 @/@x1 @/@x2

3

775

T

,

E :=

2

664

n1 0 0 n2 n3 0

0 n2 0 n1 0 n3

0 0 n3 0 n1 n2

3

775

T

,

(2.2)

with n being the outward unit normal vector to @⌦. For a linear elastic
material, the generalised Hooke’s law expresses a linear relation between
the stress vector, �, and the strain vector, ", namely

� = D", (2.3)
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where " := rSu and D is a symmetric positive definite matrix depending
upon the Young modulus, E, and the Poisson ratio, ⌫. In three dimensions

D :=
E

(1 + ⌫)(1� 2⌫)

2

666664

1� ⌫ ⌫ ⌫

⌫ 1� ⌫ ⌫ 0d

⌫ ⌫ 1� ⌫

0d (1� 2⌫)/2Id

3

777775
. (2.4)

The weak formulation of the strong form of Eq. (3.1) reads as follows:
given uD on �D and tN on �N , find u 2 H

1
D(⌦) := {w 2 H

1(⌦) | w =

uD on �D} such that
Z

⌦
⇢v · üd⌦+

Z

⌦
rSv · (DrSu) d⌦ =

Z

⌦
v · bd⌦+

Z

�N

v · tNd�, (2.5)

for all v 2 H
1
0(⌦) := {w 2 H

1(⌦) | w = 0 on �D}.

2.1.2 Spatial discretisation

A partition of the domain ⌦ in a set of nel disjoint elements ⌦e is considered.
Following the classical isoparametric framework, the approximation of the
displacement field is defined in a reference element, b⌦, with local coordinates
⇠, as

u(⇠) ' uh(⇠) :=
nenX

j=1

UjNj(⇠), (2.6)

where Uj are nodal values, Nj are polynomial shape functions of order p

in the reference element and nen is the number of nodes per element. The
isoparametric mapping, given by

'e : b⌦ ⇢ Rd
�! ⌦e ⇢ Rd

⇠ 7�! 'e(⇠) :=
nenX

j=1

xe
jNj(⇠),

(2.7)

is employed to establish the relation between the reference element, b⌦, and
a generic physical element, ⌦e, with nodes {xj}j=1,...,nen . Employing the
isoparametric mapping of Eq. (2.7), the element and boundary integrals
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are mapped to the reference space. By using the approximation of the
displacement field given by Eq. (2.6) and selecting the space of weighting
functions to be equal to the space spanned by the interpolation functions,
the following system of ordinary differential equations is obtained

MÜ+KU = F. (2.8)

As usual in a finite element context, the global mass matrix M, the
global stiffness matrix K and the global forcing vector F are obtained by
assembling the elemental contributions given by

M
e =

Z

b⌦
⇢NTN |J

e
'|d⌦̂,

K
e =

Z

b⌦
(Be)TDe

B
e
|J

e
'|d⌦̂,

F
e =

Z

b⌦
NTb|Je

'|d⌦̂+

Z

�̂
NT tkJe

�kd�̂.

(2.9)

In the above expressions B
e := (Je

')
�1rSN is the strain-displacement

matrix, Je
' is the Jacobian of the isoparametric mapping, Je

� is the Jacobian
of the restriction of the isoparametric mapping to an element face and the
matrix N , in three dimensions, is given by

N :=

2

664

N1 0 0 N2 0 0 · · · Nnen 0 0

0 N1 0 0 N2 0 · · · 0 Nnen 0

0 0 N1 0 0 N2 · · · 0 0 Nnen

3

775 . (2.10)

2.2 The inertia relief method

In this section, a short review of the IR method is presented. As already
mentioned, the IR method [62] is available in many commercial FE packages
and it is widely used in industry to solve unconstrained structural problems
without resorting to the more expensive full dynamic analysis.
When constant unbalanced external loads are applied to an unconstrained
structure, the whole system undergoes a steady-state rigid body acceleration
in each free direction and, due to the mass of the system, inertial forces are
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generated that deform elastically the body. The trajectory as rigid body
of the system (as if it was infinitely stiff) is described by a displacement
field Ur(t) such that KUr(t) = 0, and therefore also KU̇r(t) = KÜr(t) =

0. The global displacement U has to be complemented with the elastic
deformation, namely

U = Ur +Ue. (2.11)

The elastic deformation field Ue is important to analyse the internal stresses
created by the motion and also to assess other quantities of interest.

The key idea of the IR method is to compute Ue solving the static problem

KUe = Feq (2.12)

where the forces Feq are equilibrated, that is the resultant forces and
moments are zero. Despite matrix K is singular, the fact that Feq is
equilibrated guaranties that system (2.12) is solvable with a family of
infinite solutions, all equivalent up to a rigid body motion. Isostatic
constrains (as many as rigid body modes, 3 in 2D and 6 in 3D) have to be
set to compute one of these solutions (they all produce the same strains
and stresses).
The inertia relief methods computes the equilibrated forces as

Feq = F�MÜr (2.13)

noting that Ür is the rigid body mode (recall that KÜr(t) = 0) such
that Feq is equilibrated. Thus, Eq. (2.12) is derived from (2.8) assuming
that Üe = 0 (which stands under a constant load, and therefore constant
acceleration).

The rigid body acceleration vector Ür can be expressed as a linear
combination of the (6 in 3D) rigid body modes, namely

Ür = �↵, (2.14)

where each column of the rigid body transformation matrix � corresponds
to one of the nr rigid body modes (nr = 6 in three dimensions) and the
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coefficient vector ↵ is seen as containing the acceleration of each of the
rigid body modes. Introducing the expression of Eq. (2.14) in Eqs. (2.13)
and (2.12), and pre-multiplying by �T , the following equation is obtained

�
T
F��

T
M�↵ = 0, (2.15)

which guaranties that the right-hand side term in Eq. (2.12) is an equili-
brated system of forces (sum of forces and sum of moments equal to zero).
It is worth noting that �T

K = 0 because the eigenmodes are mutually
orthogonal and the eigenvalues (frequencies) associated to the rigid body
modes are zero. The vector of unknown accelerations ↵ providing the
equilibrated forces Feq is therefore computed by solving the system

↵ =
⇣
�

T
M�

⌘�1
�

T
F, (2.16)

where �T
M� and �T

F are a reduced 6⇥6 mass matrix and a reduced 6⇥1

load vector, respectively. To completely define the rigid body acceleration
vector Ür in Eq. (2.14) it is only necessary to compute the rigid body modes
of the structure, that is the 6 columns of matrix �. By definition, a rigid
body mode is a displacement vector which do not cause any static force.
As a consequence, a simple way to analytically compute the six (in 3D)
rigid body modes � = [�1,�2, ...,�6] is to impose their definition given by
the system K� = 0, which corresponds to the kernel of the global stiffness
matrix. To this end, the set of indices corresponding to the nd = d⇥ nn

degrees of freedom, with nn being the number of mesh nodes, is partitioned
into the reference set s and the remaining set l. To simplify the notation,
and without loss of generality, the set s is assumed to correspond to the
last nr degrees of freedom. The system of equations to obtain the rigid
body modes is then written as

2

4Kll Kls

Ksl Kss

3

5

2

4�l

�s

3

5 =

2

40l
0s

3

5 . (2.17)

As Kll is symmetric and positive definite, the degrees of freedom of the
rigid body modes corresponding to the l set can be expressed in terms
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of the degrees of freedom of the rigid body modes corresponding to the
reference set, namely

�l = �K
�1
ll Kls�s. (2.18)

A natural assumption consists of choosing �s = Inr , where Inr denotes the
identity matrix of dimension nr⇥nr, so that each column of the matrix �s

represents a unit translation or rotation in the direction of the corresponding
reference degrees of freedom. With all these premises, the relative elastic
displacement Ue in Eq. (2.12) is computed. It is worth noting that, in the
IR framework, displacements are measured relative to the moving reference
set of degrees of freedom s, which is subjected to a constant acceleration
and undergoes infinite displacements. As a consequence, the rigid body
displacement Ur is not of interest and can be eliminated from the solving
equation. Finally, the system to be solved to compute the relative elastic
displacement, which in the remainder is simply referred to as U, reads

2

4Kll Kls

Ksl Kss

3

5

8
<

:
Ul

Us

9
=

; =

8
<

:
Fl

Fs

9
=

;�

2

4Mll Mls

Msl Mss

3

5�↵. (2.19)

Imposing a zero displacement in the degrees of freedom of the s set, Us = 0,
ensures that the following system is solvable and provides the required
relative elastic displacement at the degrees of freedom of the l set,

KllUl = Fl �Ml�↵, (2.20)

where Ml = [Mll Mls]. The IR method can be summarised in three steps
as depicted in Fig. 2.1.

2.3 The parametric inertia relief method

2.3.1 Problem definition

The IR problem is now extended to the case of an unconstrained structure
characterised by parametric properties. Let us introduce a set of np material
or geometric parameters denoted by µ = [µ1, µ2, . . . , µnp ]

T
2M ⇢ Rnp .

The set of parametric domains M is defined as the Cartesian product
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Figure 2.1: Schematic representation of the steps
performed in the IR method.

of a predefined interval for each one of the parameters, namely M :=

M1⇥M2⇥ · · ·⇥Mnp , with µj 2Mj for j = 1, . . . , np. The semi-discrete
system of Eq. (2.8) for a parametric problem can be written as

M(µ) Ü(µ) +K(µ)U(µ) = F(µ). (2.21)

In order to solve Eq. (2.21) with the IR method, three parametric steps
have to be performed, following the rationale of the IR method described in
Section 2.2 for the non-parametric case. The first step consists of computing
the rigid body modes as

�(µ) =

2

4�K
�1
ll (µ)Kls(µ)

Ir

3

5 . (2.22)

Second, the vector of accelerations is given by

↵(µ) =
h
�

T (µ)M(µ)�(µ)
i�1

�
T (µ) F(µ). (2.23)
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Finally, the relative elastic displacement is computed as

U(µ) =

2

4 0nr

K
�1
ll (µ)

�
Fl(µ)�Ml(µ)�(µ)↵(µ)

�

3

5 . (2.24)

In Eqs. (2.22) to (2.24), µ is treated as a set of additional independent
variables (or parametric coordinates), instead of problem parameters. As
a consequence, the generalised solution of the three equations depends
explicitly on the parameters and takes values in the multidimensional
domain D = ⌦⇥M. Standard numerical methods (e.g. finite elements,
finite volumes, finite differences) would require the solution of each step
of the IR method in the high dimensional space D, which is not feasible
in practical problems. As already announced, the PGD is proposed as a
ROM able to circumvent the curse of dimensionality and to provide the
generalised solution of the parametric IR problem.

2.3.2 Cascade application of the encapsulated PGD ap-
proach

The goal of this section is to solve the parametric IR problem by means of
the PGD technique. Following the standard PGD rationale, let us assume
that the solution U(µ) of Eq. (2.21) can be approximated by a linear
combination of an a priori unknown number NU of terms, namely

U(µ) ⇡ U
PGD(µ) =

NUX

i=1

�iU U
i

npY

j=1

F j,i
U (µj). (2.25)

Each term of the PGD sum i is given by the product of a spatial quantity, Ui,
defined on the discretised space ⌦ and a set of parametric functions F j,i

U (µj)

depending, in a separated form, on each parameter µj , for j = 1, 2, . . . , np.
The spatial term, Ui, is a vector of the size of the finite element displace-
ment vector, whereas each parametric dimension µj is discretised with
mj points with coordinates µ

pj
j , where pj = 1, 2, . . . ,mj . The spatial and

parametric quantities are usually normalised and the amplitude of each
term, �iU, indicates the relevance of the ith term to the final separated
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solution.

The solver scheme behind the PGD method consists of two main steps, as
outlined in Fig. 2.2. In order to compute the terms of the summation in

PGD Solver Scheme

Greedy algorithm

computes sequentially the nth PGD term, assuming the previous i = 1, ..., n� 1 terms known

Alternate direction scheme

Assume F j,n
U (µj) known: compute U

n(x)

Assume U
n(x) and F j,n

U (µj) known for j 6= k: compute F k,n
U (µk)

Find: UPGD(µ) =
PN

i=1 �
i
U U

i(x) F 1,i
U (µ1) F

2,i
U (µ2) ... F

np,i
U (µnp)

Figure 2.2: Description of the PGD solver scheme.

Eq. (2.25), a greedy approach is typically employed. Assuming that the
previous n�1 terms are known, the greedy algorithm computes sequentially
the nth term

U
PGD,n(µ) = U

PGD,n�1(µ) +U
n

npY

j=1

F j,n
U (µj) (2.26)

given by the spatial term U
n and the parametric terms F j,n

U (µj) for
j = 1, 2, . . . , np. The enrichment process automatically stops when a
user-defined level of accuracy is reached, that is when the amplitude �nU of
the last term is smaller than a user defined tolerance.

Since the unknown spatial and parametric terms U
n and F j,n

U (µj) are
multiplying, the problem of computing the nth term in Eq. (2.26) is nonlin-
ear. More precisely, it is a nonlinear least-squares problem defined to find
the best rank-one approximation (meant as the product of sectional func-
tions) of the unknown term U

n Qnp

j=1 F
j,n
U (µj). Commonly, the alternate

direction scheme is employed as the simplest iterative solver available, which
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proves to be surprisingly robust in the PGD context. The scheme consists
in solving the problem separately for each unknown function, assuming
that all the others are known, until a stationary solution is reached. It is
worth emphasizing that despite a nonlinear problem needs to be solved to
obtain each PGD term, the computational cost of the problem increases
linearly with the number of introduced parameters, making the solution of
high-dimensional problems affordable.

Recently, Díez at al. [73] developed the encapsulated PGD toolbox, which is
a collection of PGD-based algorithms able to perform algebraic operations
(e.g. product, division, storage, compression, solving linear system of equa-
tions, etc.) for multidimensional data represented in a discretised tensorial
separated format. The main advantage of the library (freely available at
https://git.lacan.upc.edu/zlotnik/algebraicPGDtools.git) is that
each routine is encapsulated, meaning that it can be used as a black box.
This is particularly attractive for the end user and it facilitates the inter-
action with commercial software.

To illustrate the idea behind the encapsulated PGD toolbox, Fig. 2.3
describes the structure of the encapsulated-PGD routine that solves para-
metric linear systems of equations. In a straightforward way, the same
structure can be extended to other arithmetic operators. Shortly, given an
algebraic linear system of equations A(µ) x(µ) = b(µ) depending on the
set of parameters µ, the toolbox is able to return an explicit description
of x(µ), also called computational vademecum, containing the solution
for every possible combination of the parameters. The only requirement
to employ the encapsulated PGD approach is to pre-process the input
quantities, i.e. the parametric matrix A(µ) and vector b(µ), such that
they are expressed in a PGD separated form. Given the input data, the
user only needs to employ the encapsulated PGD in the offline stage, to
obtain the PGD approximation by means of the above mentioned greedy
algorithm and alternate direction scheme. The output consists of the sought
computational vademecum and, during an online stage, the solution can

https://git.lacan.upc.edu/zlotnik/algebraicPGDtools.git
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be evaluated in real-time for any set of parameters at a negligible compu-
tational cost. The PGD-IR approach proposed in this work makes use of

Figure 2.3: Structure of the encapsulated-PGD lin-
ear solver.

the encapsulated PGD toolbox. The three parametric Eqs. (2.22) to (2.24)
are solved sequentially, in the sense that the solution of each equation is
directly needed in the next one. Consequently, as depicted in Fig. 2.4, a
cascade PGD scheme can be employed, in which the output of each step,
obtained in a separated format by simply calling the encapsulated PGD
linear solver, can be directly used as an input of the next one, until the
final solution of the global problem is computed.
As already said, in order to use the toolbox, the user has to provide a

separable representation of the input data. In particular, the stiffness K(µ)

and mass M(µ) matrices must be written as

K(µ) ⇡
NKX

i=1

K
i
npY

j=1

F j,i
K (µj), (2.27)

M(µ) ⇡
NMX

i=1

M
i
npY

j=1

F j,i
M (µj), (2.28)

where the spatial terms are K
i
2 Rnd⇥nd and M

i
2 Rnd⇥nd , whereas

the parametric terms are F j,i
K (µj) 2 Rnj and F j,i

M (µj) 2 Rnj , for j =
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Figure 2.4: Schematic representation of the cascade
encapsulated PGD approach for the solution of a

parametric IR problem.

1, 2, . . . , np. Similarly, the input nodal force vector F(µ) must be written
as

F(µ) ⇡
NFX

i=1

F
i
npY

j=1

F j,i
F (µj), (2.29)

with F
i
2 Rnd and F j,i

F (µj) 2 Rnj . In the above expressions NK, NM and
NF are the number of terms required to produce a separable approximation
of K(µ), M(µ) and F(µ) respectively.
Finally, in order to solve the parametric equations of the PGD-IR approach,
steps 2 and 3 depicted in Fig. 2.4 require some extra operations between
the parametric objects, such as products, additions or compression. These
operations can be easily performed by the encapsulated PGD toolbox.

It is important to underline that it is not always trivial to find a separated
representation of the input data, as given by equations (2.27)�(2.29), es-
pecially when geometric parameters are considered in the problem. This
issue will be addressed in the next section.

Remark 1. The first two steps of the PGD-IR shown in Fig. 2.4 are
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parametric problems only if geometric parameters are considered, because,
by definition, the rigid body modes of a structure do not depend on the
material properties.

2.3.3 Geometric parameters: a nonintrusive algebraic ap-
proach to separate input quantities

The extension of the proposed nonintrusive PGD framework to geometri-
cally parametrised problems represents a challenging task. This is due to
the fact that, if geometric parameters are introduced in the problem, it is
not trivial to find separable representation of the input quantities.
If a closed form separated expression of the stiffness and mass matrices
is sought, the weak form of the problem must be modified to account for
the parametric geometry. A common approach consists of formulating the
problem in a reference domain, leading to several limitations that are briefly
discussed in Appendix A. The most important limitation in the context of
the current work is that the implementation based on a reference domain
requires access to the code, precluding its application in an industrial
framework, where commercial codes are typically employed.

In this section a nonintrusive algebraic approach is proposed, which is
able to deal with general geometric parametrisations. The main idea is to
perform a sampling of the parametric matrices and to express them in a
separated format. The approach requires the computation of the parametric
matrices for different values of the geometric parameters, whilst maintaining
the connectivity matrix of the FE mesh. To this end, a mesh morphing
approach is adopted in this work. Every time a sampling of the parametric
matrices is required, the initial (reference) mesh is deformed according
to the geometric parameters and the global stiffness and mass matrices
are computed. The main advantage is that this approach can be easily
integrated in commercial packages that are equipped with a mesh morphing
capability. Alternatively, the user can define the preferred mesh morphing
approach and produce a set of meshes to be imported in the preferred FE
software. It is also worth mentioning that the sampling does not require
the solution of the FE system of equations, as only the global stiffness
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and mass matrices are of interest for the proposed PGD-IR approach. For
this reason the method can be defined as a hybrid version of the PGD.
On one hand, it can still be considered an a priori approach, as it does
not require any previous full-order computation of the solution. On the
other hand, a pre-process step is added, where the input data are sampled
(without solving the problem) in the parametric domain of interest and
then expressed in the required separated format. Once the set of global
stiffness and mass matrices is available, they are expressed in a separated
format using the encapsulated PGD toolbox.

To illustrate the proposed nonintrusive approach, let us consider the stiffness
matrix K 2 Rnd⇥nd , depending on np parameters µ = [µ1, µ2, . . . , µnp ]

T
2

M ⇢ Rnp . The parametric dimension µj 2 Mj , for j = 1, 2, . . . , np, is
discretised using mj points with coordinates µ

pj
j , where pj = 1, 2, . . . ,mj .

The full-order sampling of the parametric matrix consists of evaluating
K(µ) in the set of mtot points used to discretise the parametric domain
M = M1 ⇥M2 ⇥ · · · ⇥Mnp , where mtot =

Qnp

j=1mj . Each point is
characterised by its sectional indices (p1, p2, . . . , pnp), which are duly sorted
by using a linear array index i such that

i = p1+(p2�1)m2+(p3�1)m2⇥m3+· · · = p1+

npX

j=2

(pj�1)
jY

l=2

ml. (2.30)

Note that the association between the multi index (p1, p2, . . . , pnp) and the
index i is also obtained by updating i = i+1 inside np nested loops, with no
need to use explicitly expression (2.30). Employing the association between
the multi-index (p1, p2, . . . , pnp) and the linear index i, the parametric
stiffness matrix K(µ) can be written as

K(µ) =
m1X

p1=1

m2X

p2=1

· · ·

mnpX

pnp=1

K(µp1
1 , µp2

2 , . . . , µ
pnp
np )Fp1,p2,...,pnp

(µ1, µ2, . . . , µnp),

(2.31)
where Fp1,p2,...,pnp

is such that Fp1,p2,...,pnp
(µp1

1 , µp2
2 , . . . , µ

pnp
np ) = 1 and it

is equal to zero for any other values of the discrete indices pj . Using the
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linear indexing i introduced in Eq. (2.30), Eq. (2.31) becomes

K(µ) =
mtotX

i=1

K
i
npY

j=1

F j,i
K (µj), (2.32)

where K
i = K(µp1

1 , µp2
2 , . . . , µ

pnp
np ), and F j,i

K (µpl
j ) = �pl,pj for any pl =

1, 2, . . . ,mj , while pj is given by i as defined in Eq. (2.30). Finally,
Eq. (2.32) represents the desired separated representation of the stiff-
ness matrix.
Depending on the number of parameters, np, and the number of nodes
chosen to discretise the parametric domains, mj , the separated expression
of the parametric stiffness matrix might involve a large number of terms,
mtot. It is possible to reduce the computational cost of the following calcu-
lations by employing the PGD-compression, available in the encapsulated
PGD-toolbox [74]. The idea is to perform an L2-projection of the expres-
sion of Eq. (2.32) to reduce the number of terms in the summation while
maintaining an accurate representation of K(µ). In a similar fashion, a
separated representation of the mass matrix can be also obtained. As it
will be shown by means of numerical examples, the main advantage of the
proposed algebraic technique is its flexibility which in general allows to add
an arbitrary number of geometric parameters as variables of the problem.
In addition, the nonintrusive character of the proposed ROM, makes the
approach proposed in this work suitable for industrial applications.

2.4 Numerical examples: parametric inertia relief
with material and geometric parameters

In this section a numerical example is presented in order to illustrate the
numerical properties of the proposed PGD-IR method when both material
and geometric parameters are considered.
A pure torsion test case is considered for an unconstrained linear elastic
3D structure characterised by one material and one geometric parameter,
that are treated as additional coordinates of the problem. For a better
readability, the two variables are denoted here with different symbols,
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that is µ 2Mµ and ✓ 2M✓ for the material and geometric parameters
respectively.

As depicted in Fig. 2.5, the reference domain ⌦̂ consists of a block with di-
mensions [�Lx/2, Lx/2]⇥ [�Ly/2, Ly/2]⇥ [�Lz/2, Lz/2] with an inclusion
given by [�Lx/6, Lx/6] ⇥ [�Ly/4, Ly/4] ⇥ [�Lz/2, Lz/2], where Lx = 6,
Ly = 12 and Lz = 1. The torsional load is given by two parallel forces of
constant magnitude F = 10 acting on the positive and negative z direction
respectively and applied at the points P = (2, 4, 1/2) and Q = (�2, 4, 1/2).
Fig. 2.5 also shows the spatial discretisation employed, consisting on a
regular mesh with 236 nodes and 742 linear tetrahedral elements.

Figure 2.5: Computational domain, showing the
partition into two non-overlapping subdomains ⌦A(✓)
and ⌦B(✓) (left) and top view of the discretised com-
putational domain showing the dimensions and the
points P and Q where the forces are applied (right).

The physical domain ⌦(✓) depends upon the geometric parameter and
it is split into two non-overlapping subdomains ⌦A(✓) and ⌦B(✓). The
parametric Young’s modulus E is defined as

E(x, µ) =

8
><

>:

EA(µ) = µ for x 2 ⌦A(✓),

EB = 200 for x 2 ⌦B(✓),
(2.33)

where the Young modulus EA(µ) is considered varying in the range Mµ =

[10, 410], and Mµ is discretised with a uniform distribution of nµ = 41

points. The Poisson’s ratio and the density are assumed constant in the
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whole domain and taken as ⌫ = 0.3 and ⇢ = 1 respectively.
The geometrically parametrised domain ⌦(✓) is described with the Cartesian
coordinates x, and it is defined as the image of the reference domain ⌦̂,
with reference coordinates x̂, via a geometric mapping  (x̂, ✓), namely

8
>>>>>><

>>>>>>:

x =  1(x̂, ✓) = x̂+ ✓ sin

 
⇡ŷ

Ly

!✓
x̂�

Lx

2

◆
,

y =  2(x̂, ✓) = ŷ,

z =  3(x̂, ✓) = ẑ.

(2.34)

The parameter ✓ is taken to be in the interval M✓ = [0, 0.5], and M✓ is
discretised with a uniform distribution of n✓ = 21 points.

Fig. 2.6 shows the influence of the parameter ✓ in the geometry of the
computational domain for three different values of ✓. The particular value
✓ = 0 leads to a deformed configuration that coincides with the reference
configuration, i.e. the mapping of Eq. (2.34) becomes the identity. The
configurations in Fig. 2.6 also show that the mapping changes the nodal
coordinates of the mesh while maintaining the connectivities, as required
within the current PGD framework.

Figure 2.6: Physical domain for three different val-
ues of the geometric parameter ✓.

The objective of this numerical test is to employ the proposed PGD-IR ap-
proach to obtain a computational vademecum able to describe the variation
of the solution with respect to the material and geometric parameters.
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Following the proposed PGD-IR framework, the first step consists of choos-
ing a reference set of six degrees of freedom able to counteract the rigid
body motions of the structure. Next, in order to employ the encapsulated
PGD toolbox, it is necessary to define the input data (i.e. stiffness matrix,
mass matrix, force vector) in a separated format. By using the linear
dependence of the stiffness matrix on the Young’s modulus, an analytical
separable representation of the stiffness matrix with respect to µ can be
easily constructed. For the geometric parameter ✓, the algebraic PGD
toolbox is employed, as discussed in detail in Section 2.3.3. For every nodal
value of the geometric parameter ✓p = [✓1, ✓2, . . . , ✓n✓ ]T , the geometrically
deformed mesh is generated according to the mapping of Eq. (2.34), and
two stiffness-like matrices KA(✓p) and KB(✓p) are computed. The quantity
KA(✓p) is calculated by imposing the Young’s modulus (EA, EB) = (1, 0),
thus accounting for the contribution of the finite elements belonging to
the subdomain ⌦A(✓p) to the global stiffness matrix. Analogously, KB(✓p)

corresponds to the choice (EA, EB) = (0, 1) and accounts for the contribu-
tion of the finite elements belonging to the subdomain ⌦B(✓p). Once these
matrices are sampled in the parametric nodes n✓, a separated form of the
parametric global stiffness matrix is readily available, namely

K(µ, ✓) = EA(µ)
n✓X

i=1

K
i
A Gi

K(✓p) + EB

n✓X

i=1

K
i
B Gi

K(✓p), (2.35)

with Gi
K(✓p) = �p,i, for every p = 1, 2, . . . , n✓. Note that, from now on, the

material parametric functions will be denoted by M⇤(µ), while G⇤(✓) will
be used for the geometric functions, being ⇤ the quantity to which they
refer.

In this example, a PGD-compression was performed, which is always
advisable when the number of PGD-terms is large, and an accurate ap-
proximation of the stiffness matrix was obtained in the known PGD format

K
PGD(µ, ✓) =

NKX

i=1

K
i M i

K(µ)Gi
K(✓). (2.36)

In this case, after performing compression with a tolerance tol = 10�5,
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the number of PGD terms was reduced to NK = 10. Following the same
procedure, the PGD approximation of the parametric mass matrix is also
obtained, namely

M
PGD(µ, ✓) =

NMX

i=1

M
i M i

M(µ)Gi
M(✓). (2.37)

Please note that the mass matrix is actually independent on the Young
modulus, that is M i

M(µ) = 1. However, the general expression of Eq. (2.37)
is used to maintain a consistent notation for all the inputs of the PGD-IR
approach. Finally, the global forcing vector is also written in the general
separated form

F
PGD = FMF(µ)GF(✓), (2.38)

where, again, it is worth emphasizing that F is the standard FE forcing
vector and MF(µ) = GF(✓) = 1, because the right hand side is not
dependent on the material parameter and, for the given set of forces applied
to the structure is also independent on the geometric parameter.
The computation of the separated form of the stiffness and mass matrices
and the forcing vector completes the pre-process required to apply the
proposed PGD-IR approach. Next, the three steps of the PGD-IR approach
can be sequentially completed. As detailed in Remark 1, the three steps
involve a parametric problem because not only material parameters are
considered but also geometric parameters. The final generalised solution
can be written as

U
PGD(µ, ✓) =

NUX

i=1

�U U
i M i

U(µ)Gi
U(✓). (2.39)

It is worthy to mention that the proposed PGD-IR approach was im-
plemented in a Matlab routine which acts as a black-box, following the
philosophy of the encapsulated PGD toolbox. In fact, the routine only
requires to receive the input quantities in a separated form in order to
return the output in the same separated form.
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Fig. 2.7 plots the evolution of the amplitude �U of each PGD term. It
can be observed that the amplitude rapidly decreases as the number of
terms is increased. With 15 computed terms the amplitude of the last term
is almost four orders of magnitude lower than the amplitude of the first
one. In addition, the results show that the first four PGD terms capture
the most relevant information of the generalised solution as the fifth and
subsequent terms have an amplitude at least two orders of magnitude lower
than the amplitude of the first term.

Figure 2.7: Evolution of the amplitude of the PGD
terms �i of the solution U

PGD(µ, ✓) with respect to the
number of PGD terms, i.

The first four normalised spatial terms are shown in Fig. 2.8, whereas the
first four parametric functions are displayed in Fig. 2.9. The spatial terms
provide an illustration of the deformation induced by the four most relevant
modes of the generalised solution. The parametric functions corresponding
to the material illustrate that the four terms have the maximum contri-
bution to the generalised solution for µ = 10. As the material property
approaches the maximum value of µ = 410, the third and fourth terms
have less influence on the solution. Finally, the terms corresponding to
the geometric parameter have a more global character, proving the extra
difficulty in solving geometrically parametrised problems. In order to
get a particularised solution for a chosen set of the parameters (µ̄, ✓̄), the
correspondent function values MU(µ̄) and GU(✓̄) are evaluated for each
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(a) Term 1 (b) Term 2 (c) Term 3 (d) Term 4

Figure 2.8: First four spatial terms of the generalised
solution U

PGD(µ, ✓).

M
U
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)
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Figure 2.9: First four material MU(µ) and geometric
GU(✓) terms of the generalised solution U

PGD(µ, ✓).

PGD-term i and then multiplied by the correspondent spatial term and
amplitude. Fig. 2.10 shows the particularised solutions in terms of deformed
configuration and equivalent von Mises stress field for nine specific sets of
parameters. The dominant character of the first spatial term of Fig. 2.8 can
be clearly observed, whereas the magnitude of the stress highly depends on
the parametric choice. Please remember that these particularised solutions
were obtained in real-time during an online post-process step.
In order to validate the PGD results, the accuracy with respect to the
full-order FE computations is measured as the relative error between the
PGD and FE solutions in the L2(⌦⇥Mµ ⇥M✓) norm, that is

"PGD =

0

@
R
M✓

R
Mµ

R
⌦

�
U

PGD
�U

FE�
·
�
U

PGD
�U

FE� d⌦ dµ d✓
R
M✓

R
Mµ

R
⌦U

FE ·UFE d⌦ dµ d✓

1

A
1/2

.

(2.40)
It is worth noting that to compute this error measure, the problem is solved
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Figure 2.10: Particular cases of the generalised so-
lution, showing the von Mises stress field, for nine
choices of the parameters. The solutions are obtained
in real-time after the PGD-IR is applied to compute

the spatial and parametric terms.

by means of the standard FE method for each possible combination of the
parameters, that is nµ ⇥ n✓ = 21⇥ 41 = 861 FE simulations.
Fig. 2.11 shows the evolution of the relative error with respect to the number
of PGD terms. As expected, the level of accuracy increases as the number
of terms increases, up to a user-defined tolerance, which in this case was
chosen equal to 10�3. Note that the PGD solution converges to the desired
tolerance with only nine PGD terms. An interesting advantage of the PGD
method with respect to the standard FE method concerns the storage
memory. In fact, the obtained PGD computational vademecum needs ⇠ 74

KB of storage memory versus the ⇠ 6650 KB needed to store all the 861
full-order FE solutions. Computational time is not particularly significant
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PGD term i=1 i=2 i=3 i=4 i=5 i=6 i=7 i=8 i=9
Iterations 12 27 17 14 14 18 24 17 18

Total n. of iterations = 161

Table 2.1: Total number of iterations performed by
the alternate direction scheme to compute each PGD

term.

in the PGD context. In fact, the main goal is to provide a method which is
able to explore an arbitrary large parametric space with only one offline
computation. Nevertheless, an interesting comparison is shown in Table 2.1
where the number of iterations needed by the alternate direction scheme
for the computations of each PGD term is provided. As the cost of each
iteration corresponds to the cost of a full-order FE simulation, the results in
Table 2.1 show that the cost of the proposed PGD-IR is equivalent to 161
full-order solutions, compared to the 861 full-order computations required
by the standard FE approach.

Figure 2.11: L2(⌦⇥Mµ ⇥M✓) norm of the differ-
ence between the PGD solution and the FE solution

as a function of the number of PGD terms, i.

Finally, a major advantage of computing a PGD computational vademecum
is the possibility to explore the design space and check, in real-time, the
effects of the design parameters on a predefined quantity of interest (QoI).
As an example, the relative displacement in the z direction, �UPQ(z), of
the points P and Q (see Fig. 2.5) is selected as QoI. The variation of the
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chosen QoI in the parametric space is depicted in Fig. 2.12.

2
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Figure 2.12: Variation of the QoI �UPQ(z) with
respect to the parameters µ and ✓.

2.5 Chapter summary

A nonintrusive algebraic PGD approach combined with the IR method for
the solution of unconstrained problems being characterised by material and
geometric parameters has been presented. The developed solver makes use
of the encapsulated PGD toolbox developed by Díez et al. [74], which enables
to perform algebraic operations for multidimensional data and allows to
solve sequentially the three parametric problems required by the IR method.

An algebraic hybrid PGD approach has been proposed to deal with geomet-
ric parameters by morphing a mesh generated for a reference configuration.
The proposed method acts as a black-box, such that a nonintrusive interac-
tion with commercial FE packages is possible.

One numerical example is used to underline the main properties of the
method. The example considers an academic test case with one material
and one geometric parameter. The ability to compute a computational
vademecum is shown and the accuracy of the generalised solution is mea-
sured by comparing the PGD solution to a set of standard FE full-order
solutions. It it shown that the proposed PGD-IR approach is able save
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almost the 99% of storage memory, requiring only the 20% of computational
time needed by the FE method to solve the problem for every possible set
of parameters.
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3 Parametric solutions in

structural dynamics

The dynamic response of an automotive structure depends on its material
and geometric properties. Changes in the design parameters can have
considerable effects on the structural dynamic behaviour. For this reason,
during the development process of a new system, designers have to run
sensitivity analysis, such that potential problems can be identified and
corrected before time, money and resources are wasted on prototyping
and manufacturing a non-optimal design. The modal analysis is widely
used in the automotive industry to predict the dynamic properties of a the
vehicle body structure under free-vibration conditions. This consists of
solving a generalised eigenvalue problem where the eigenvectors represent
the natural deformation of the structure when vibrating (mode shapes),
and the eigenvalues are the corresponding natural frequencies. Trying to
efficiently identify how the mode shapes and natural frequencies depend
upon the design parameters is still today a challenging computational task.
In this work, the PGD approach has been coupled with an eigensolver
technique, the inverse power method (IPM) [75], to efficiently identify
how a variation of user-defined material and geometric parameters affects
the dynamic response of the structure in terms of dominant eigenmodes
and related natural frequencies. Similar works have been presented in
the field of dynamic problems. For example, [76] and [77] proposed a
POD-PGD approach to implement a real-time integration scheme able
to solve the equations of solid dynamics depending on parametric initial
conditions. In [78], [79] and [80], PGD is coupled with a hybrid integration
scheme which combines modal and harmonic analysis to efficiently solve
frequency-dependent parametric problems. Moreover, the PGD method
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has been coupled with standard eigenvalue solvers, such as the Arnoldi
technique [81], the IPM [82] and the direct power method [83], in order to
solve single- and multi-group neutron diffusion eigenvalue problems.

The chapter is organised as follows. Section 3.1 reviews the formula-
tion of the modal analysis in the standard non-parametric framework. In
particular, the IPM is introduced as the eigensolver to be coupled with the
PGD method. The description of the parametric modal analysis is given in
Section 3.2. In Section 3.3, the modal analysis of the same 3D structure
with one material and one geometric parameter used in the static case is
considered to underline the main properties of the developed ROM. Finally,
conclusions and outlooks are summarised in Section 3.4.

The content of this chapter is based on the following publication:

• Cavaliere, F., Zlotnik, S., Sevilla, R., Larráyoz, X., & Díez, P:
Nonintrusive parametric solutions in structural dynamics. In: Com-
puter Methods in Applied Mechanics and Engineering 389 (2022), p.
114336. ISSN: 0045-7825.

3.1 Problem statement: finite element discretisa-
tion and modal analysis

In the absence of volumetric forces, the unknown displacement field u(x, t)

is to be computed for x 2 ⌦ and t 2 (0, T ] such that

⇢ ü = r · �(u), (3.1)

where ⇢ stands for the density, ü := @2u
@t2 is the acceleration, and � denotes

the Cauchy stress tensor. The differential equation (3.1) is to be comple-
mented with boundary conditions and initial conditions. Typically, the
boundary of the domain ⌦, @⌦, is partitioned into the disjoint parts �D
and �N , where Dirichlet and Neumann boundary conditions are prescribed.
Under unconstrained conditions, as assumed in this work, �N coincides with
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@⌦ and the Neumann boundary conditions are homogeneous everywhere.
The Cauchy stress tensor dependence on u is given by the constitutive law
(here, the generalised Hooke’s law associated with the fourth order stiffness
tensor C) and the definition of the linear strain tensor, namely

�(u) = C : "(u), and "(u) =
1

2

⇣
ru+ru>

⌘
. (3.2)

Using weighted residuals in space (integrating in ⌦), problem (3.1) is
re-written in the weak form

Z

⌦
⇢v(x) · ü(x, t) d⌦

| {z }
m(ü,v)

+

Z

⌦
"(v(x)) : �(u(x, t)) d⌦

| {z }
a(u,v)

= 0 (3.3)

for every v(x) taking values in ⌦, and at very time t. The discretised
versions of the bilinear forms m(·, ·) and a(·, ·) in a finite element space
are the mass matrix M and the stiffness matrix K, respectively. Similarly,
the discrete version of the unknown u(x, t) is the vector of time-dependent
nodal values U(t) 2 IRnd . Thus, the semi-discrete counterpart of Eq. (3.3)
is the following linear system of ordinary differential equations

MÜ(t) +KU(t) = 0. (3.4)

3.1.1 Modal analysis

The modal analysis solution of Eq. (3.4) assumes that the time dependence
of U(t) is harmonic, that is

U(t) = cos(!t�  )�, (3.5)

where ! is the angular velocity and  the phase angle. Note that the
frequency of the mode is !

2⇡ . Hence

Ü(t) = �!2 cos(!t� ↵)� = �!2
U(t) (3.6)
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and therefore, replacing Eq. (3.6) in Eq. (3.4), it turns out that

K� = !2
M�. (3.7)

Expression (3.7) is an eigenvalue problem. Since M is symmetric positive-
definite and K is symmetric semi-positive, the solution of Eq. (3.7) provides
eigenvalues !2

i and their corresponding eigenvectors �i, for i = 1, 2, . . . , nd

(it is assumed they are sorted such that !1  !2  · · ·  !nd).
Eigenmodes �i, for i = 1, 2, . . . , nd, associated with eigenfrequencies !i,
are the natural mode shapes, representing the deformation of the structure
as vibrating in its ith mode. Modes associated with different frequencies
are orthogonal with respect to both M and K. That is �>

i M�j = 0 and
�>
i K�j = 0 for i and j such that !i 6= !j .

Note that once the eigenmode �i is available, the corresponding eigenfre-
quency is readily computed invoking the Rayleigh quotient:

!2
i =

�>
i K�i

�>
i M�i

. (3.8)

In order to enforce unicity (up to their sign) of the eigenmodes, they
are normalised with respect to the metric provided by M. That is, �i

are selected such that �>
i M�i = 1, and consequently �>

i K�i = !2
i , for

i = 1, 2, . . . , nd.
The solution U(t) of Eq. (3.4) is recovered as a linear combination of the
modes �i multiplied by their time harmonic dependence, cos(!it� i), and
their corresponding amplitude. The amplitude and the phase  i of each
mode are to be computed using the initial conditions.
Often, structural engineering analysis does not require obtaining the full
time dependence. The fundamental modes corresponding to the lowest
eigenfrequencies provide the essential information to assess the structural
dynamics response. Thus, obtaining the lowest eigenfrequencies !i and
their corresponding eigenmodes is a pertinent outcome for engineering
analysis.
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3.1.2 Numerical eigenvalue solver: the inverse power method

Several numerical methods are available in the literature ([84], [85], [86]) in
order to solve the eigenvalue problem (3.7). Depending on the mathematical
structure, the number of eigenpairs of interest and the computational cost
associated to the algebraic operations, a different numerical eigensolver
might be recommended. Roughly speaking, two main categories can be
identified: global approaches, such as the QR method ([87]), that approx-
imates all the eigenvalues, or partial methods which compute a smaller
set of eigenvalues, such as Lanczos [88], Arnoldi [89], Davidson [90], and
Jacobi-Davidson [91] methods. The simplest eigensolvers are the well-
known power methods, that aim at computing the largest eigenvalue and
its corresponding eigenvector (direct power method) or the lowest (inverse
power method). After computing the largest (resp. lowest) eigenvalue, a
deflation technique is used to remove it from the problem and the same
method provides the second largest (resp. lowest). In this work we are
interested only in a few lowest eigenvalues, so the IPM represents a suitable
choice. Moreover, the generalisation to the parametric problem introduced
in the next section suggests adopting the algorithmically simplest method-
ology.
Assuming �1 > 0, the IPM iterates approximations to eigenvector �1. An
initial guess �0

1 is selected. Then, the ⌫-th iteration �⌫
1 is obtained solving

the following linear system

K�⌫
1 = M�⌫�1

1 , for ⌫ = 1, 2, 3 . . . (3.9)

The iterative sequence is expected to converge to �1 and the corresponding
eigenvalue !2

1 is obtaining computing the Rayleigh quotient, as indicated
in Eq. (3.8). Note also that the obtained value of �1 is to be normalised
by dividing by its M-norm, that is dividing by

p
M>�1M.

The subsequent eigenvectors and eigenvalues are computed using a deflation
technique, which consists of removing the already computed eigenvectors
from the original matrix. In practice, in a power method this can also
be done at the level of the iteration (3.9), enforcing orthogonality to the
already computed eigenvectors. Thus, the second smallest eigenvalue �2
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and its corresponding eigenvector �2 are computed similarly, but enforcing
M-orthogonality to �1 (which is already available) at every iteration, that
is �>

1 M�⌫
2 = 0. In the standard algorithms, this is readily done subtracting

the projection of the iterated approximation, for example by means of the
Gram-Schmidt-type orthogonalisation processes (see [86]), that is replacing
�⌫
2 by

�⌫
2 � (�>

1 M�⌫
2)�1. (3.10)

Here, for the sake of easing the generalisation to the parametric case
analysed in the next section, an equivalent strategy is adopted, enforcing
orthogonality already in the linear system to be solved at each iteration
using Lagrange multipliers. Accordingly, Eq. (3.9) is to be replaced by a
new (nd + 1)⇥ (nd + 1) system of equations

2

64
K M�1

(M�1)
> 0

3

75

2

64
�⌫
2

�

3

75 =

2

64
M�⌫�1

2

0

3

75 , (3.11)

where � is the Lagrange multiplier, which is an instrumental unknown to
be discarded as part of the result.
When the first n eigenvalues �1,�2, . . . ,�n are already computed and
the corresponding eigenvectors are collected in the nd ⇥ n matrix �n =

[�1,�2, . . . ,�n], the iterative scheme to compute �n+1 boils down to solve
the following (nd + n)⇥ (nd + n) system of equations at each iteration

2

64
K M�n

(M�n)> 0

3

75

2

64
�⌫
n+1

�

3

75 =

2

64
M�⌫�1

n+1

0

3

75 , (3.12)

where � is the n⇥ 1 vector of Lagrange multipliers.
An important case to take into account, which is typical in the automotive
and aerospace applications, is the case of a free-free structure (with no
loads and no constrains). The stiffness matrix K associated to this kind
of systems is singular, with a six-dimensional kernel (in 3D) containing
the rigid-body modes. This is to say �i = 0 for i = 1, 2, . . . , 6 and the
corresponding rigid-body modes are precisely �1,�2, . . . ,�6, collected in
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the nd ⇥ 6 matrix �6.
The computation of the 6 rigid-body modes is to be performed using a
different technique concerning only matrix K (therefore, independent of
M), as it was described in Section 2.2 and Section 2.3.1 for the standard
implementation and the parametric one, respectively.
Once the rigid-body modes �6 are obtained, the fundamental eigenfre-
quency and eigenvector, �7 and �7 are computed using the iterative scheme
described in Eq. (3.12). This is summarised in Algorithm 1 for a general
eigenvalue !2

n+1 and eigenvector �n+1, assuming that the previous ones
are available in �n.

Algorithm 1 Inverse power method to compute �n+1 and !n+1

Input: K, M, �n, tolerance " and initial guess �old (for ⌫ = 0)

1: Normalise �old
 �old/

p
�old>

M�old

2: while E� > " k�new
k do

3: Solve

2

6664
K M�n

(M�n)> 0

3

7775

2

6664
�new

�

3

7775
=

2

6664
M�old

0

3

7775

4: Normalise �new
 �new/

p
�new>

M�new

5: Compute errors E� = k�new
� �old

k

6: Update �old
 �new

7: Store solution �n+1 = �new

8: Compute !n+1 =
q

�>
n+1K�n+1

Output: �n+1 & !n+1
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3.2 Parametric modal analysis

As mentioned in the introduction, the goal of this work is to solve the
parametric version of the problem stated in Section 3.1, and more precisely
of the eigenvalue problem (3.7) arising from the modal analysis. The input
data of the problem are assumed to depend on a set of np parameters
µ = [µ1, µ2, . . . , µnp ]

T
2 M ⇢ IRnp describing the material properties

(e.g. elastic modulus, density, etc.) and the geometric characterisation
of the shape of the structure. Typically, the multidimensional parametric
domain M is defined as the Cartesian product of sectional intervals, for
each one of the parameters, namely M := M1 ⇥M2 ⇥ · · ·⇥Mnp , with
µj 2Mj ⇢ IR for j = 1, . . . , np. Based on this assumption, the parametric
version of the modal analysis results in solving the eigenvalue problem (3.7)
for parameter-dependent input matrices, that is K(µ) and M(µ). The
solution also depends on the design parameters and it is given in terms of
eigenvalues !2(µ) and eigenvectors �(µ).

3.2.1 Inverse power iteration and deflation with the encap-
sulated PGD toolbox

A coupling of the PGD method with the IPM is proposed to solve the
parametric eigenvalue problem. The final goal is being able to compute a set
of neig smallest (in magnitude) non-zero eigenvalues and the corresponding
eigenmodes, both in a parametric format. From a conceptual point of
view, the extension of the IPM algorithm from the non-parametric to the
parametric framework is as simple as rewriting all quantities in Algorithm 1
with their parametric dependency. However, in a numerical sense, the
algorithm requires several parametric algebraic operations to be performed,
which is certainly a challenging task. The recently developed encapsulated
PGD toolbox introduced in the previous chapter and fully described in [73],
plays a key role in this work. The toolbox contains a collection of PGD-
based algorithms able to perform algebraic operations between parametric
objects, such as scalars, vectors and matrices depending on the parameters
µ. This allows the introduction of a general methodology to solve all the
parametric operations involved in the IPM algorithm, that is: 1) solving a
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linear system of equations (line 3 in Algorithm 1); 2) divide a vector by
a scalar (lines 1 and 4), vector-matrix-vector product (lines 1, 4 and 8);
and 3) compute the square root of a scalar (parameter-dependent) quantity
(lines 1, 4 and 8). All operations but the square root were already available
in the toolbox. The square root routine was developed in the context of
this work and added to the toolbox, following the algorithmic structure
described in Appendix B.
According to the standard PGD philosophy, the encapsulated toolbox
assumes a separated representation of the multidimensional solution, which
is obtained using a greedy-type algorithm combined with an alternated
directions scheme, as depicted in Fig. 2.2 of the previous chapter and deeply
described in [73] and [92]. As a consequence, the PGD approximation of
the nth eigenmode �n(µ) can be expressed as the linear combination of an
a priori unknown number of terms n�n

, namely

�n(µ) ⇡ �PGD
n (µ) =

n�nX

i=1

�i�n
�i
n

npY

j=1

F j,i
�n

(µj). (3.13)

Every ith term of this sum is given by the product of a series of functions,
each one depending separately on one of the problem parameters. More
precisely, �i

n refers to the spatial dimension and F j,i
�n

(µj) corresponds to
the set of parametric functions depending separately on each parameter
µj , for j = 1, 2, . . . , np. If spatial and parametric terms are normalised, a
factor or amplitude �i�n

appears, that indicates the relevance of the ith
term of the sum to the final separated solution.
Analogously, the PGD approximation of the angular frequency !n(µ) reads

!n(µ) ⇡ !
PGD
n (µ) =

n!nX

i=1

�i!n

npY

j=1

F j,i
!n
(µj). (3.14)

Note that, being !n a scalar, its spatial part becomes �!n . In order to
perform parametric operations by means of the encapsulated toolbox, the
input data of the routines must also be provided in the separated form. In
this case, a pre-process step is necessary to define the parametric stiffness
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and mass matrices as

K(µ) =
nKX

i=1

K
i
npY

j=1

F j,i
K (µj) and M(µ) =

nMX

i=1

M
i
npY

j=1

F j,i
M (µj). (3.15)

If an exact analytical separated expression exist for the two matrices, the
amplitudes do not appear in (3.15) because no normalisation of the PGD
terms is needed.
As already discussed in Sec. 2.3.3 of the previous chapter, it is not always
trivial to find a separated analytical representation of the input data,
especially when geometric parameters are considered in the problem. Fur-
thermore, assuming that a separated expression can be found, standard
a priori PGD methods require a modification of the weak form of the
problem. Such an “intrusive” approach is practically not employable in the
industrial context, where commercial FE software is used, i.e. source codes
are typically not accessible. For this reason, the hybrid and nonintrusive
algebraic approach proposed in the previous chapter and presented in [93] is
employed also in this dynamic study. The main idea is to add a pre-process
step to the method. From the computational point of view, this process
consists in assembling (without solving the problem) the input matrices
for every possible combination of the parametric values in the discretized
domain and then express them in the separated format. If each introduced
parametric dimension µj 2 Mj for j = 1, 2, . . . , np is discretised using
mj nodal values, then the full-order sampling of the parametric matrices
consists of evaluating K(µ) and M(µ) in the set of mtot points used to
discretise the parametric domain M := M1 ⇥M2 ⇥ · · · ⇥Mnp , where
mtot =

Qnp

j=1mj . It is worth noting that this technique preserves efficiency,
since the computational cost for the matrices assembly is usually small
compared to the cost of a full-order dynamic simulation. For the simple
example tested in this work, the time needed to assemble the input matrices
for one configuration is four times cheaper than solving the corresponding
dynamic problem. If more complex examples and finer meshes are con-
sidered, the cost of the assembling is expected to be negligible compared
to the full-order computation. In addition, the sampling of the matrices
can be done in parallel. Once the matrices are sampled, they can be
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expressed as in Eq. (3.15). The number of PGD terms needed to describe
the two matrices can be reduced to a much smaller number than mtot by
performing a PGD-based data compression [92]. In fact, every time a PGD
operation (such as product, sum, difference) leads to a large number of
terms, data compression is advisable to reduce the number of PGD terms
whilst maintaining a desired level of accuracy.
If the structure is unconstrained, the parametric matrix �6(µ) containing
the first six (in 3D) rigid-body modes must be also given as separated
input data to the IPM. As explained in detail in the previous chapter
(Sections 2.2-2.3), it can be computed in a separated format as the kernel
of the stiffness matrix. These rigid-body modes depend on the design
variables only if geometric parameters are involved in the problem because,
by definition, the rigid body modes of a structure do not depend on the
material properties.
Once the initial input of the problem is available, a “cascade” application
of the PGD method can be performed, in the sense that the output of each
parametric algebraic operation, obtained by calling an encapsulated PGD
routine, can be directly used as the input of the next operation, until the
global solution is obtained. The parametric input data are computed as
separated multidimensional tensors, which we indicate with the superscript
⇤PGD. An overloading of the arithmetic operators allows to use the standard
Matlab symbols to call the algebraic operations contained in the encap-
sulated library, which makes the method highly user-friendly. Table 3.1
summarises some of the algebraic operations available in the encapsulated
PGD library and the corresponding Matlab symbols.
Figure 3.1 shows a pseudo-code describing the algorithmic aspects of the
method when the first non-zero neig smallest eigenpairs of an unconstrained
structures are sought.
Analogously to Eq. (3.12), the parametric IPM consists of iteratively solving
the following system of equations:
2

64
K(µ) M(µ)�n(µ)

(M(µ)�n(µ))> 0

3

75

2

64
�n+1(µ)

�(µ)

3
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2
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M(µ)�n+1(µ)

0

3

75 .

(3.16)
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Prepare separated input data:

1. Sample and separate K
PGD

and M
PGD

2. Compute �
PGD
6 and set �

PGD
n = �

PGD
6

3. Update K
PGD
LM  


KPGD MPGD�PGD

n�
MPGD�PGD

n

�>
0

�

4. Compress eK
PGD While

n+ 1 < neig

1. Select initial guess: �old,PGD

2. Update �old,PGD
 


MPGD�old,PGD

0

�

3. Compress e�
old,PGD

While

E� < tol

Solve:

"
�new,PGD

�

#
= KPGD

LM\�old,PGD

Normalise �new,PGD
:

1. Product: pPGD = (�new,PGD)> ⇤MPGD
⇤ �new,PGD

2. Compress: e p
PGD

3. Square root: sPGD = sqrt(pPGD)

4. Division: �new,PGD = �new,PGD./sPGD

NO

YES

1. Store: �PGD
n+1 = �new,PGD

and update �
PGD
n =

h
�
PGD
n ,�PGD

n+1

i

2. Compute: (!PGD
n+1)

2 = (�PGD
n+1)

>
K

PGD�PGD
n+1

Check if

n+ 1 < neig

NO YES

�new,PGD = �old,PGD

START

PGD-IPM

Check if

E� < tol

Update K
PGD
 


KPGD MPGD�PGD

n�
MPGD�PGD

n

�>
0

�
STOP

PGD-IPM

Figure 3.1: Pseudo-code of the PGD-IPM method.
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Table 3.1: Some of the algebraic operations available
in the encapsulated PGD toolbox. Matlab symbols

can be used in a standard way.

Matlab symbol Encapsulate PGD routine

K
PGD

\fPGD Solve linear system

uPGD
± vPGD Sum (or difference)

K
PGD
⇤ uPGD Product

uPGD./vPGD Division

(uPGD)
0 Transpose

sqrt(uPGD) Square root

eu
PGD Compression

⇥
uPGD,vPGD

⇤
and

⇥
uPGD;vPGD

⇤
Arrays concatenation

If the first non-zero eigenmode �7(µ) is sought, then the matrix of already
known mode shapes coincides with the matrix of rigid body modes, i.e.
�n(µ) = �6(µ). For every new computed eigenmode �n+1, the matrix
is updated as �n(µ) = [�n(µ),�n+1]. The Lagrange multipliers �(µ)

are introduced in order to get unicity by enforcing mass-orthogonality
to the set of already known eigenvectors. It is important to point out
that, according to the author’s knowledge, this deflation technique has not
been proposed before in the context of the standard IPM. This is due to
the fact that in a non-parametric context other more efficient methods
can be used, as discussed in Section 3.1.1. Nevertheless, in this novel
extension of the eigenvalue problem to the parametric framework, the
Lagrange multipliers technique proved to be the most efficient. Alternative
strategies were also tested. For example, Felippa et al. [94] proposed a
modification of the stiffness matrix as K+�6�

>
6 , whose eigenvalues are

identical to those of K but the eigenvalues associated to the rigid body
modes are raised to unity. This overcomes the stiffness singularity but
leads to full matrices, which is not advisable, especially in the parametric
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format. Furthermore, extra operations should be performed in order to
normalise the obtained eigenvectors at every iteration, e.g. by means of
the Gram-Schmidt orthogonalisation. The Lagrange multipliers technique
proposed here solves the singularity issue and compute an orthonormal set
of eigenvectors at the same time, reducing to the minimum the number of
algebraic operations needed in the parametric case.
As it is shown in the pseudo-code, a PGD guess vector �old needs to be
prepared every time a new eigenmode is sought. Then the extended system
in Eq. (3.16) is iteratively solved by calling the corresponding encapsulated
routine until convergence is reached, that is when a quantity E� is smaller
than a user-defined tolerance. Here E� is defined as:

E� =

������

n�newX

i=1

�i�new �

n�oldX

j=1

�j
�old

������
n�oldX

j=1

�j
�old

, (3.17)

where �i�new and �j
�old represent, respectively, the amplitudes of the PGD

terms describing �new and �old after being normalised. The normalisation
is performed every time a new eigenvector �new is computed, by dividing it
by its M-norm, namely

p
(�new,PGD)>MPGD�new,PGD, where sqrt and ⇤ are

the Matlab symbols used to perform the encapsulated square root and
product between PGD objects. Note that, in a parametric format, the
normalisation requires four algebraic operations: a product, a compression,
a square root and a division.
Finally, once convergence is reached, the sought eigenvector �PGD

n+1 can be
stored and the corresponding eigenvalue can be calculated according to the
Rayleigh quotient (!PGD

n+1)
2 = (�PGD

n+1)
>
K

PGD�PGD
n+1. The same procedure is

repeated until the desired number neig of eigenpairs is obtained.
It is worthy to emphasise that the described algorithm is solved by means of
just one offline computation. The resulting eigenpairs represent the compact
version of all the possible solutions for every value of the parameters. Once
this offline stage is completed, the obtained computational vademecum can
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be used for optimisation studies, or it could be uploaded on light computing
devices such as a tablet, where the designers could visualise in real-time
how the global response of the structure would change with a variation of
the parameters.

3.3 Numerical examples: parametric inverse power
method with material and geometric parame-
ters

A numerical example is presented in order to show the properties of the
proposed method. The same linear elastic 3D solid structure characterised
by one material and one geometric parameter presented in Sec. 2.4 is em-
ployed. The two variables, which are treated as additional coordinates of
the problem, are denoted with µ 2Mµ and ✓ 2M✓ for the material and
geometric parameters, respectively.
The objective of this numerical test is to explore how changing the intro-
duced design parameters affect the dynamic response of the structure. This
can be done by performing a parametric modal analysis of the structure
by means of the proposed PGD-IPM eigensolver. As explained in the
previous section, the first essential step consists of defining the input data
(i.e. stiffness and mass matrices) in a separated format.
This step was already performed in the previous chapter for the same struc-
ture. As a consequence, the separated stiffness and mass matrix obtained
in Sec. 2.4 (Eqs. (2.36) and (2.37)) were used also in this example. Once
the separated representation of the input data is available, the proposed
method can be finally employed following the steps shown in Fig. 3.1. In
this example, the goal is to compute the first three mode shapes �n(µ, ✓),
with n = 7, 8, 9, corresponding to the smallest non-zero eigenvalues. For
each nth mode, the generalised PGD solution reads:

�n(µ, ✓)
PGD =

N�X

i=1

�i�i
nM

i(µ)Gi(✓). (3.18)
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Fig. 3.2 plots the generalised results in terms of amplitude, parametric
and spatial terms for the three modes �PGD

7 ,�PGD
8 ,�PGD

9 . As expected, the
amplitudes �i rapidly decrease as the number of PGD terms increase.
Using a tolerance of 10�3 to stop the enrichment of the PGD solution, a
maximum number of 10 terms is needed to get an accurate representation
of the three parametric mode shapes. In addition, the results show that
the first four PGD terms capture the most relevant information of the
generalised solution, as the fifth and subsequent terms have an amplitude
at least two orders of magnitude lower than the amplitude of the first
PGD term. For this reason, the first four parametric and spatial terms
are also shown in Fig. 3.2. For each mode shape, same colours are used
to depict the parametric functions and amplitudes related to the same
ith term. The parametric functions seem to show a higher influence of
the material parameter then the geometric one on the final response. The
spatial modes provide an illustration of the deformation induced by the four
most relevant terms of the generalised solution. Those illustrations already
allow to identify the type of mode shapes. In fact, the first mode �PGD

7 can
be identified as a flexional mode, the second �PGD

8 as torsional, while the
third �PGD

9 mode shows a shear-type deformation along the longest edge of
the structure.
In order to get a particularised solution for a chosen set of the parameters
(µ̄, ✓̄), the corresponding function values M i(µ̄) and Gi(✓̄) are evaluated
for each PGD-term i and then multiplied by the corresponding spatial
term and amplitude of the desired mode shape. This procedure can be
easily performed in a post-process step, providing real-time results for any
combination of the parameters.
As already known, once the parametric mode shapes are available, the
corresponding three eigenvalues can be simply computed by means of the
Rayleigh quotient. In order to validate the PGD results, the accuracy with
respect to the full-order FE computations is measured as the relative error
between the PGD and FE eigenvalue solutions in the L2(Mµ⇥M✓) norm,
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Figure 3.2: PGD generalised solution for the first
three shape modes �PGD

7 ,�PGD
8 and �PGD

9 . For each
mode, the evolution of the amplitude �i of the PGD
terms , the first four parametric functions and first
four spatial terms are shown. Same colour is assigned
to amplitudes values and corresponding parametric

functions.
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that is

k"PGDk2 =

0

@
R
M✓

R
Mµ

�
!PGD

� !FE�2 dµ d✓
R
M✓

R
Mµ

(!FE)2 dµ d✓

1

A
1/2

. (3.19)

Also the maximum error is calculated as the L1(Mµ ⇥M✓) norm:

k"PGDk1 = max
µ2Mµ,✓2M✓

 ��!PGD
� !FE

��
!FE

!
. (3.20)

Table 3.2 reports the calculated L2 and L1 errors for the three computed
eigenvalues, proving that a high level of accuracy can be obtained by using
the proposed PGD-IPM method. It is worth noting that to compute this
error measure, the problem had to be solved by means of the standard FE
method for each possible combination of the parameters, that is nµ ⇥ n✓ =

21⇥ 41 = 861 FE simulations. It is important to underline that the main
goal in the PGD context is not to reduce the computational cost, but to
provide a method which is able to explore an arbitrary large parametric
space with only one offline computation. Another important advantage
concerns the storage memory. In fact, the obtained PGD computational
vademecum needs ⇠182 KB of storage memory for the three eigenmodes
versus the ⇠14900 KB needed to store 861 full-order FE solutions for each
of the three eigenmodes.

Table 3.2: Accuracy of the PGD results with respect
to the full-order FE computations measured as the
relative error between the PGD and FE solutions in
the L2 and L1 norm according to Eqs. (4.4) and (4.5).

!PGD
7 (µ, ✓) !PGD

8 (µ, ✓) !PGD
9 (µ, ✓)

k"PGDk2 9.18⇥ 10�4 1.00⇥ 10�3 1.00⇥ 10�3

k"PGDk1 4.20⇥ 10�3 3.56⇥ 10�3 1.15⇥ 10�1

To conclude, another important property of the method is shown, which is
the possibility to explore the design space and check, in real-time, the effects
of the design parameters on a predefined QoI. In this case, the frequency
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associated to each mode shape is chosen as QoI, which is computed as:

fPGDn (µ, ✓) =
!PGD
n (µ, ✓)

2⇡
. (3.21)

The variation of the three frequencies fPGD7 , fPGD8 and fPGD9 in the parametric
space is depicted in Fig. 3.3. This results clearly show that the geometric
parameters has less influence on the frequency, especially for values of µ
smaller than the constant Young’s modulus E0 in the remaining domain.
This conclusion could be used to make decisions during the design process.

Figure 3.3: Variation of the first three smallest nat-
ural frequencies f7, f8 and f9 with respect to the pa-

rameters µ and ✓

3.4 Chapter summary

This work proposes a nonintrusive algebraic PGD approach combined with
the inverse power method (PGD-IPM) to perform the parametric modal
analysis of unconstrained structures being characterised by material and
geometric parameters. The developed eigensolver uses the library of PGD-
based routines implemented by Díez et al. [73] to sequentially perform
algebraic operations between parametric objects in a black-box format. In
addition, a new algorithm was developed and added to the encapsulated
library, which computes the square root of a parametric quantity.
A Lagrange multipliers deflation technique is proposed to overcome sin-
gularity issues in the case of unconstrained structures and to compute a
multiple set of smallest natural frequencies and corresponding mode shapes.
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One numerical example is tested to compute the desired parametric so-
lutions. In particular, an academic test case with one material and one
geometric parameter is proposed to show the properties of the PGD so-
lution. The variation of the natural frequencies and mode shapes in the
parametric domain is calculated with only one offline computation and
the accuracy of the generalised solution is measured by comparing the
PGD solution to the whole set of standard FE full-order solutions. The
solution for specific sets of parameters are computed in real-time during
a post-process step at the negligible cost of a linear combination. With a
small effort, the generalised solutions generated by employing the developed
technique could be uploaded on portable devices (such as tablets) such
that designers could evaluate in real-time the impact of certain parameters
on the global response of the structure.
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4 Industrial application:

parametric NVH study of a

BiW structure

The main goal of this chapter is to validate the feasibility of the proposed
method in an industrial context. More precisely, the developed PGD-IR
and PGD-IPM methods are finally applied to solve the parametric NVH
study of a simplified, but realistic, BiW structure. The nonintrusivity of
the method is finally proved by showing its capability of interacting with a
commercial FE software.

The main novelty is the construction of a parametrised FE model of
the BiW by using morphing and optimisation tools, such that complex
shape parametrisations can be easily handled in an industrial context.
Moreover, the potential of the proposed method in the post-process phase
is shown. First, a multi-objective optimisation study is presented in order
to find a set of optimal design configurations with respect to the NVH
performance. Finally, the ultimate goal is to upload the results of the
proposed PGD-NVH study on light computational devices, supporting the
designers with the decision-making. For this purpose, a graphical interface
app is developed which allows to visualise in real-time how changes in the
design variables affect the global response of the BiW.

The remainder of the chapter is structured as follows: Section 4.1 re-
views the standard static and dynamic global stiffness analysis of BiW
structure, that is the reference full-order problem. In Section 4.2, the
problems are redefined in the corresponding parametric framework. In
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Section 4.3, the method is finally applied to perform the NVH study of a
BiW structure with material and geometric parameters. In particular, three
phases are described: the pre-process which concerns the parametrisation
of the model and the preparation of the parametric input data; the offline
computation, which solves the parametric static and dynamic problem by
means of the PGD-IR and PGD-IPM algorithms and discusses the results;
finally, the post-process is presented which consists of an optimisation
study and the development of the graphical interface app for the real-time
visualisation of the results. Section 4.4 gives the final conclusions.

The content of this chapter is based on the following publication:

• Cavaliere, F., Zlotnik, S., Sevilla, R., Larráyoz, X., & Díez, P:
Nonintrusive parametric NVH study of a BiW structure. Submitted.
(2022).

4.1 Review of the standard NVH analysis

As mentioned at the beginning of this thesis, in real applications, the
noise and vibration properties of a BiW structure are usually evaluated by
performing standard static and dynamic FE analyses. The dynamic study,
which consists of extracting the lowest natural frequencies and correspond-
ing vibrational modes by means of the standard modal analysis, allows to
identify and optimise the first torsional and bending modes, which are good
indicators of the BiW vibrational behaviour. The ride comfort properties,
instead, are related to the static torsional and bending global stiffnesses
of the BiW structure. For the sake of simplicity, this thesis focuses on the
evaluation of the torsional static and dynamic properties. Nevertheless,
the extension to the bending stiffness or other quantities of interests is
straightforward.

The theoretical background of the static ans dynamic global stiffness
analyses have been exhaustively discussed in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3,
respectively. Shortly, the IR has been introduced as the method typically
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employed in the industrial context to perform the static analysis of un-
constrained structures, which is how the BiW is represented during the
NVH study. Moreover, the IPM algorithm has been indicated as the easiest
eigensolver method for the computation of the lowest natural frequencies
and corresponding vibrational modes. A global overview of the two ap-
proaches in the non-parametric format is given in Fig. 4.1. As recalled by
this scheme, the two studies have one first step in common, which is the
computation of the rigid body modes � as the kernel of the global stiffness
matrix K. Then, the two analysis can proceed independently until the
final solutions are obtained. More precisely, the IR method involves two
more steps to finally compute the desired displacement field U. The IPM
algorithm, instead, needs to iteratively solve the eigenvalue problem until
the first neig vibrational modes �i with the corresponding eigenfrequencies
!i (with i = 1, ..., neig) are obtained.
It is important to recall that the general scheme of Fig. 4.1 refers to the
static and dynamic analysis of one specific design configuration. This means
that, by following the standard procedure, the two algorithms must be
solved several times for every time that the design variables are modified.
Thanks to the PGD-NVH multidimensional solver introduced in this work,
the design problem can be defined in its parametric version and solved with
just one offline computation, as described in the next section.

4.2 PGD solver for the parametric NVH analysis

From a conceptual point of view, the extension of the IR and IPM algorithms
from the non-parametric to the parametric framework is as simple as
rewriting all the quantities outlined in Fig. 4.1 with their parametric
dependency. The set of np parameters describing the material properties
(e.g. elastic modulus, density, etc.) and the geometric characterisation
of the BiW shape is defined as µ = [µ1, µ2, . . . , µnp ]

>
2 M ⇢ Rnp .

Each parameter µj belongs to a predefined interval Mj , such that the
multidimensional parametric domain M is defined as the Cartesian product
of the sectional intervals, namely M := M1 ⇥M2 ⇥ · · · ⇥Mnp , with
µj 2 Mj ⇢ IR for j = 1, . . . , np. Since the parameters are treated as
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GLOBAL STATIC AND DYNAMIC STIFFNESS ANALYSIS

Static analysis (IR) Dynamic analysis (IPM)

Input: K,M,�,F

- Compute equilibrated forces:

↵ =
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⌘�1
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- Solve equilibrated problem:

U = K�1(F�M�↵)
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Figure 4.1: Overview of the NVH study in the non-
parametric framework. The static analysis is per-
formed by means of the IR method. The IPM al-
gorithm is shown for the computation of the lowest
(next) non-zero eigenvector �i, assuming that the ma-
trix � of already computed modes is available. Con-
ceptually, if all the input and output are expressed
with their parametric dependency, the parametric

version of the algorithm is identical.

extra coordinates, the parametric input data, K(µ) and M(µ), and the
generalised solutions of the IR and IPM algorithms, U(µ) and �i(µ), are
defined in the multidimensional domain D = ⌦⇥M, being ⌦ the spatial
domain and M the parametric one.
The resulting multidimensional problems can be finally solved by means of
the PGD-IR and PGD-IPM methods introduced in the previous chapters.
Fig. 4.3 shows a global flowchart in order to recall the main steps of the
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two methods. In summary, during the first step, the input quantities of the
problem (stiffness and mass matrix) are defined in the well known PGD
separated format, which represents the essential requirement of the whole
method. Due to the difficulty of finding a separated expression of the input
data for complex geometric parametrisation, the hybrid and nonintrusive
algebraic approach described in Sec. 2.3.3 is used.
Once the input stiffness and mass matrices K

PGD(µ) and M
PGD(µ) are

available, a cascade of algebraic operations between parametric objects
(i.e. scalar, vectors, matrices) is solved. This can be done by means of
the of PGD-based routines contained in the encapsulated PGD toolbox
introduced in the previous chapters. Fig. 4.2 recalls that the big advantage
of the toolbox is that it works as a black box. This means that the user
just needs to define the parametric input data and call the algorithm
that performs the desired operation, which automatically gives back the
parametric solution. This is a really appealing feature for its use in an
industrial context. In fact, the user would not necessarily need to know
what is behind the PGD routine, but he would just need a tutorial on how
to use it. The parametric operations involved in the PGD-NVH solver are

Black Box

Parametric
input data

Parametric
solution

Encapsulated PGD
(Solve linear system, sum, di↵erence, product,
division, transpose, square root, compression,

arrays concatenation, ...)

Figure 4.2: Structure of the encapsulated PGD tool-
box to perform parametric algebraic operations.

specified in Fig. 4.3, such that the reader can understand the complexity
and the potential of the toolbox. It is important to mention that the linear
solver, the division, the square root and the compression PGD operations
need two kind of tolerances to be set up. One tolerance for the iterative
solver scheme, and the other to stop the enrichment of the PGD terms.
The compression, which is performed every time the number of PGD terms
undergoes a substantial increment (e.g. after products), usually needs
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stricter tolerances, such that the accuracy is not compromised.

MPGD
� =⇠ MPGD

�
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PGD-IR PGD-IPM

All the algebraic operations between the 
parametric objects are solved by means of the 

encapsulated PGD toolbox

Prepare separated input data:

Figure 4.3: Global overview of the parametric NVH
algorithms.

Once all the steps are performed, the final parametric solutions UPGD(µ) and
�PGD
i (µ) can be stored and used in the post-process phase. From Fig. 4.3, it

can be observed that the PGD-IR algorithm has a much simpler structure
than the PGD-IPM. In fact, the IPM solver needs several iterations to be
performed until the solution convergences to the eigenmode. Moreover, this
has to be repeated for every new eigenmode of interest. Due to the level of
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approximation introduced every time a PGD operation is performed, the
user could expect a poor accuracy of the final solution. This is disproved
in next section, where the proposed parametric NVH algorithm is finally
applied to a realistic industrial case of study, showing successful results for
both the static and dynamic analyses.

4.3 Numerical application: parametric NVH study
of a BiW structure

The proposed method is finally tested on a simplified BiW structure.
Fig. 4.4 (left picture) shows the geometry and the mesh discretisation of
the model, which is formed by 3, 819 nodes, each one characterised by six
degrees of freedom (three translations and three rotations). Isoparametric
triangular and quadrilateral elements based on the Mindlin-Reissner shell
formulation (CTRIA3 and CQUAD4 respectively in MSC-Nastran) are
used to discretise the model.

Glass
Steel

Rear member
C-Pillar

Figure 4.4: Geometry and mesh properties of the
BiW structure used for the static and dynamic global
stiffness analysis (left). The two car components high-
lighted (right) are characterised by parametric prop-
erties, that is the thickness and the cross section of

each one of the components.

All the car components are characterised by isotropic linear elastic mate-
rials (MAT1 in MSC-Nastran) with properties described in Table 4.1. In
this example, four parameters are introduced as extra coordinates of the
problem, which are the thickness and the cross sections of the C-pillars
and the rear long members shown in the right picture of Fig. 4.4. Note
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Table 4.1: Material properties of the BiW structure.

Material Young’s modulus Poisson’s ratio Density

Steel 210 GPa 0.29 7820 kg/m3

Glass 90 GPa 0.14 2480 kg/m3

that, although from a physical point of view the thickness is meant as a
geometric parameter, in the shell element formulation it is treated as a
material property. The cross section clearly represents a geometric design
variable.
The proposed PGD-NVH methodology consists of three main phases:

1. Pre-process: A FE model of the BiW is constructed and parametrised
such that the input data of the multidimensional problem can be
sampled and expressed in a parametric format;

2. Offline computation: The static and dynamic global stiffness anal-
ysis are performed in an offline stage by means of one computation
which uses the encapsulated PGD toolbox to get the parametric
results;

3. Post-process: The parametric solution can be used for several pur-
poses, such as efficient optimisation studies and real-time evaluation
of the results.

The three steps are described in the following sections.

4.3.1 Pre-process: parametrisation of the BiW model

The pre-process starts with the preparation of a parametrised FE model
of the BiW structure. In this work, this is done by means of the ANSA
CAE pre-processor software, which contains a powerful Optimisation Task
Tool able to organize the set-up of an optimisation study. The first step
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consists of defining the design variables (DVs) and their ranges of variation.
In particular, the DVs of the problem are denoted by µ = [µ1, µ2, µ3, µ4],
where µ1 and µ2 represent the cross sections of the C-pillar and the rear
long member, while µ3 and µ4 are the thickness of the same components.
The first two geometric parameters are defined by means of a morphing
tool available in ANSA, which allows to manage the shape changes. More
precisely, the position of the nodes changes without changing the element
connectivity. In order to do that, each BiW component affected by the
change is selected and subdivided into an action area and a transition
area as depicted in Fig. 4.5. The action area is actively affected by the

Transition 
Action 

Parametric cross section

Reference 
cross section

h w

Figure 4.5: Definition of the geometric design vari-
ables in Beta-Ansa. The cross section of the compo-
nents changes in the action area, the modification is
smoothly absorbed through a transition area (left).
The reference cross section changes its height and

width while keeping the shape (right).

change in the cross section, while the transition part is used to smooth the
deformation. A reference cross section with variable height and width of the
action area can be chosen to guide the geometry variation along the whole
component. In this example, the shape of the section is preserved, which
means that the width and height vary together in a user-defined range.
The reference undeformed cross section is associated to a current value of
the design variable equal to 0. The cross section of the C-pillar is assumed
to vary its height and width in a user-defined range of M1 = [�20, 20]
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mm. Analogously, the rear long member cross section is defined such that
the correspondent design variable µ2 varies in the range M2 = [�10, 10]

mm. The material variables are parametrised by selecting the property of
interest in the optimisation tool and defining the ranges of variations. In
this case, the variables µ3 and µ4, representing the thickness of the two
parametric BiW components, are defined in the ranges M3 = [1.4, 1.8]

mm and M4 = [0.5, 1.3] mm, respectively. Table 4.2 summarises the DVs
definition. Each of the four parametric spaces is discretised by means of

Table 4.2: Design variables

IDs Component Type Current Value Min Max Step

G
eo

m
et

ry

µ1 C-pillar h, w 0 -20 20 5

µ2 Rear long member h, w 0 -10 10 2.5

M
at

er
ia

l

µ3 C-pillar t 1.4 1.0 1.8 0.1

µ4 Rear long member t 0.9 0.5 1.3 0.1

*h: section height; w: section width; t: element thickness (values are in millimetres).

nine equidistant nodes, which means that the total number of parametric
combinations is given by mtot = 94 = 6, 561 different configurations. The
next step requires a sampling of the input data (mass and stiffness matrices)
for each combination. In order to do that, a list with all the 6,561 parametric
combinations can be uploaded into the ANSA optimisation tool. Then,
a Design of Experiments (DoE) study can be set up which automatically
generates the input files in the format of the desired commercial software,
which in this work is MSC-Nastran. By using a special Nastran language
(DMAP), all the input files generated by the DoE study are run such that
the mass and stiffness matrices are just assembled and stored, without
solving any static or dynamic problem. The stored files are then uploaded
into Matlab and expressed in the PGD format as explained in Sec. 2.3.3.
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In order to finalise the pre-process phase, a data compression is performed
to reduce the number of PGD terms. In this example, after performing
the PGD compression imposing an accuracy of 10�8, the number of terms
needed to approximate the stiffness K

PGD(µ) and mass M
PGD(µ) matrices

reduces respectively to nK = 66 and nM = 20, instead of the initial 6,561
terms.

4.3.2 Offline computation: nonintrusive PGD-NVH solver

This section finally shows the results of the proposed nonintrusive PGD-
NVH solver. The first common step of the the PGD-IR and PGD-IPM
algorithms is represented by the computation of the parametric rigid body
matrix. As explained in the previous chapters, the rigid body modes can
be computed as the kernel of the stiffness matrix K

PGD(µ). In order to
do that, the first step consists of choosing a set s of reference degrees
of freedom that represents a set of isostatic constraints. Once the set of
total nd is partitioned into the s and the left l-set of degrees of freedom,
the encapsulated PGD toolbox can be employed to solve the parametric
linear system of equations introduced in Eq. (2.22) and obtain the PGD
rigid body matrix �PGD(µ) as kernel of the global stiffness matrix K

PGD(µ).
Finally, the parametric static and dynamic solutions can be computed.

Static analysis

The set up of the standard FE analysis to evaluate the global static torsional
stiffness of a BiW structure is shown in Fig. 4.6 (left picture). The test
consists of loading the BiW model with a couple of parallel and opposite
forces applied at the front and rear shock towers of the car frame, such that
the resulting torsional moment is equal to 1 Nm. The QoI of this problem
is the equivalent torsional stiffness (ETS), which is calculated as a function
of the front and back twisting rotations of the car body when the constant
torque is applied, namely

ETS =
1

↵AB + ↵CD
⇥

⇡

180
. (4.1)
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Here the two twisting angles ↵AB and ↵CD represented in Fig. 4.6 (right
picture) are given by the following relative vertical displacements

↵AB =

��uz(A)
��+
��uz(B)

��
LAB

, ↵CD =

��uz(C)
��+
��uz(D)

��
LCD

, (4.2)

where uz(P ) denotes the displacement in the vertical z direction at point
P and LPQ denotes the distance between the points P and Q.

Figure 4.6: Load conditions used for the static global
torsional stiffness analysis of the BiW structure (left).
Illustration of the angles used to compute the ETS in

Eq. (4.1) (right).

Now that the QoI has been defined, let us describe the steps of the PGD-IR
algorithm. As shown in Fig. 4.3, once the rigid body matrix �PGD(µ)

has been computed, the remaining steps of the PGD-IR algorithm are
performed by employing the encapsulated PGD routines. The final results
is the parametric displacement vector:

U
PGD(µ) =

NX

i=1

�iU U
i ui1(µ1) u

i
2(µ2) u

i
3(µ3) u

i
4(µ4), (4.3)

which contains all the solutions for every possible combination of the the
four parameters. In this example, N = 75 terms were necessary in order to
get the approximated solution. In particular, the solution was considered
sufficiently accurate when the amplitude �N of the last calculated PGD
term was four order of magnitudes smaller than the amplitude �1 associated
to the first PGD term. In order to better understand the structure of a
PGD solution, Fig. 4.7 shows the first three terms of the sum in Eq. (4.3).
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The amplitude factors �i, which are marked with a box for each term, are
a measure of how much term i contributes to the final solution. The spatial
terms U

i provide an illustration of the deformation induced by each PGD
term. This deformation is scaled by the parametric functions, which take a
different value depending on the chosen set of parameters [µ̄1, µ̄2, µ̄3, µ̄4].
Once the parametric solution U

PGD(µ) is available, it can be particularised
in real-time for any combination of the parameters and the ETS can be
easily calculated according to Eq. (4.1).
In order to validate the proposed method, a comparison between the PGD
solution and the standard FE solution was performed. Note that, for
this simple example it is feasible to compute the FE solution at every
parametric point. This allows to test the accuracy of the proposed PGD
method. However, if the number of parameters increases, the FE approach
becomes unfeasible, while PGD is still a viable option. For this purpose, the
full-order problem was solved for all the 6,561 combinations by running the
linear solver of MSC-Nastran in combination with the inertia relief option
to circumvent the singularity of the stiffness matrix. As shown in Fig. 4.8,
the results obtained with the PGD method are in perfect agreement with
MSC-Nastran. The accuracy of the PGD with respect to the full-order
computations is measured as the relative error between the PGD and
Nastran ETS solutions in the L2(M1 ⇥M2 ⇥M3 ⇥M4) norm, that is

k"ETSk2 =

vuut
R
M1

R
M2

R
M3

R
M4

�
ETSPGD � ETSNastran

�2
dµ1 dµ2 dµ3 dµ4R

M1

R
M2

R
M3

R
M4

(ETSNastran)2 dµ1 dµ2 dµ3 dµ4
,

(4.4)
and in terms of the maximum error, calculated as the L1(M1 ⇥M2 ⇥

M3 ⇥M4) norm:

k"ETSk1 = max
µ1 2M1, µ2 2M2,

µ3 2M3, µ4 2M4

 ��ETSPGD � ETSNastran
��

ETSNastran

!
, (4.5)

leading to a maximum error equal to 5⇥ 10�3 and the L2-norm error equal
to 8.83⇥ 10�4. Finally, in order to better understand how changes in the
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Figure 4.7: First three term of the generalised solu-
tion U

PGD(µ) of the parametric static analysis.
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Figure 4.8: Equivalent torsional stiffness ETSPGD(µ)
with respect to the full-order FE solutions for every

possible combination of the parameters.

Figure 4.9: Isosurfaces showing the variation of ETS
with respect to the parameters µ1, µ2 and µ3. Each

plot refers to one specific value of parameter µ4.
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defined design variables affect the static response of the car, Fig. 4.9 shows
the variation of the ETS with respect to the four parameters in terms of
isosurfaces. In particular, each plot shows the variation in the Cartesian
space defined by the first three parameters (µ1, µ2, µ3) when the forth
parameter µ4 is fixed. The plots show a substantial range of variation in
the ETS, which is around 6, 000 Nm/degree. Moreover, it can be observed
that the fourth parameter µ4, corresponding to the thickness of the rear
long members, has the biggest influence on the ETS variation. When µ4

increases, the isosurfaces tend to be parallel to the (µ1, µ2) space, meaning
that the variation due to changes in the cross sections gets reduced with
the thickness increment.

Dynamic analysis

The mode shapes associated to the three smallest non-zero frequencies are
computed in order to identify the first torsional mode of the BiW structure
under analysis. In order to do that, the PGD-IPM eigensolver is used.
The parametric input data of the problem is represented by the stiffness
and mass matrices already sampled and expressed in the PGD format
during the pre-process phase. Due to the unconstrained configuration, the
matrix of rigid body modes �PGD(µ) is essential for the computation of the
subsequent non-rigid eigenmodes. As shown in Fig. 4.3, a parametric guess
vector is chosen and the IPM system of equations is iteratively solved by
employing the encapsulated PGD toolbox. At every iteration, the obtained
parametric eigenvector is normalised to enforce unicity. The iteration stops
when convergence is reached, that is when a quantity E� is smaller than a
user-defined tolerance. Here E� is defined as:

E� =

������

n�newX

i=1

�i�new �

n�oldX

j=1

�j
�old

������
n�newX

j=1

�j
�old

, (4.6)
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where �i�new and �j
�old represent, respectively, the amplitudes of the PGD

terms describing two eigenmodes obtained by two consecutive iterations.
Once convergence is reached, the sought ith eigenvector is obtained in the
PGD format:

�PGD
i (µ) =

N�X

i=1

�i� �i �i1(µ1) �
i
2(µ2) �

i
3(µ3) �

i
4(µ4). (4.7)

The corresponding eigenfrequency can be calculated according to the
Rayleigh quotient

!PGD
i (µ) =

q
(�PGD

i )>KPGD�PGD
i . (4.8)

For this simplified BiW structure, it can be verified that the first and
third non-rigid eigenvectors represent two different kind of bending modes,
independently on the combination of the parameters. Similarly, the second
non-rigid eigenvector always represents a torsional mode, which is the one
of interest. Of course, when more complex models are analysed, the order
of the modes can easily change with the parameters, so their identification
would represent an important task.
Once the sought smallest torsional eigenvalue !PGD

t (µ) is available, the
corresponding torsional natural frequency fPGDt (µ) can be easily calculated
as:

fPGDt (µ) =
!PGD
t (µ)

2⇡
. (4.9)

As it was done in the static case, a comparison between the PGD solution
and the standard FE solution of the modal analysis is studied. In this case,
a full-order real eigenvalue analysis was performed in MSC-Nastran for all
the 6,561 parametric combinations. Once again, as shown in Fig. 4.10,
the results are in perfect agreement. The relative errors are calculated
as in Eqs. 4.4 and 4.5 by substituting ETS with the frequency, leading
to a L2-norm error equal to 1.86 ⇥ 10�4 and a maximum relative error
of 1.70⇥ 10�3. The plot also shows how small variations in the material
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and geometric parameters of the two components can lead to variations
of the torsional frequency in the range of 2-3 Hz, which might change the
perception of vibration for the occupants of the vehicle.

Figure 4.10: Torsional frequency fPGDt (µ) with re-
spect to the full-order FE solutions for every possible

combination of the parameters.

Finally, the variation of the torsional frequency is also depicted in terms of
isosurface in Fig. 4.11. Each plots refers to a fixed value of µ4 and shows
the variation in the 3D cartesian space defined by (µ1, µ2, µ3). Also in this
case, the thickness of the rear long member (described by µ4) proves to have
the biggest influence on the QoI. The vertical character of the isosurfaces
suggests that, differently from the static case, the thickness of the C-pillar
(corresponding to µ3) represents the less influencing parameter. It is worthy
to emphasise that the described algorithm is solved by means of just one
offline computation. The resulting eigenpairs represent the compact version
of all the possible solutions for every value of the parameters.

4.3.3 Post-process: optimisation study and real-time visu-
alisation

One of the most interesting features of the PGD method is that, once
the offline process is finished, obtaining the solution for a given set of
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Figure 4.11: Isosurfaces showing the variation of the
smallest torsional natural frequency f2 with respect
to the parameters µ1, µ2 and µ3. Each plot refers to

one specific value of parameter µ4.

parametric values takes 10�4 seconds. This opens the possibility to perform
efficient optimisation studies and visualise the results in real-time.
In order to show the potential of the proposed methodology, a multi-
objective optimisation analysis is performed. The goal is to find the optimal
combinations of the parameters such that the ETS and torsional frequency
are maximised while the mass of the two parametric car components is
minimised. Three objective functions are defined as:

8
>>>><

>>>>:

g1(µ) = M(µ1, µ2, µ3, µ4),

g2(µ) = ETS(µ1, µ2, µ3, µ4),

g3(µ) = ft(µ1, µ2, µ3, µ4).

(4.10)
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where M(µ1, µ2, µ3, µ4) represents the total mass of the C-pillars and the
rear long members, depending on their variable geometries and thick-
ness. Clearly, this quantity is strictly related to the production cost.
ETS(µ1, µ2, µ3, µ4) is the parametric output obtained by means of the
proposed PGD-IR algorithm and ft(µ1, µ2, µ3, µ4) is parametric torsional
frequency calculated by the PGD-IPM eigensolver. The explicit depen-
dency of the three functions on the parameters permits to easily compute
the Pareto front of the multiple objective functions by means of a genetic
algorithm (GA).

Methods like the GA gained a lot of popularity in the last years in the
context of optimisation studies. It belongs to the class of gradient-free op-
timisation techniques, which represents an alternative to the more classical
gradient-based methods. In both cases, the user has to provide the models
to evaluate the objective and constraint functions for any given set of design
variables. The main difference between the two approaches is that gradient-
based algorithms require to compute, when possible, the gradient of the
objective and constraint functions. An advantage of gradient-based method
is that they usually converge more efficiently to the optimal solution, as
the gradients contain richer information about the function behaviour. The
gradient-free algorithms, instead, are easier to set up and do not require
continuity of the functions [95]. Recently, several works have been presented
which use gradient-free method in the context of optimisation problems
based on reduced order models [96–98].
The GA algorithm is part of a class of emerging gradient-free techniques,
which are known as evolutionary optimisation algorithms ([99]). These
approaches are a type of artificial intelligence methods inspired by optimi-
sation processes that occur in nature. In particular, GAs are population
based methods. The optimization starts with a set of design points (the
population), which is then repeatedly modified at each iteration. At each
step, the genetic algorithm randomly selects individuals from the current
population and uses them to produce the next generation of individuals.
Over successive generations, the population evolves toward an optimal
solution.
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In this work, the GA available in the Global Optimisation Toolbox released
by Matlab is used to perform the optimisation study and obtain a Pareto
front. The obtained Pareto points are shown in Fig. 4.12. According to the
definition, they represent a trade-off between the objective functions, mean-
ing that each point is considered optimal if no objective can be improved
without sacrificing at least one other objective. The cloud of sampled
points in the plot represents the mass and ETS coordinates corresponding
to each of the 6,561 parametric combinations considered initially. It is
clear that the optimisation study allows to drastically reduce the number
of configurations which would be considered by the designers in the final
decision-making process. Note that, in this example, the Pareto front
was computed by assigning the same weight to both objective functions.
Nevertheless, it is straightforward to obtain other fronts if the user wants
to put more emphasis on one of the objective functions.

Figure 4.12: Multi-objective optimisation showing
the Pareto front as a function of the objectives.
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The ultimate goal of this work is the development of a computational
tool which can be accessed by the designers to visualise the effect of the
parametric changes on the global response of the BiW in real-time. At
this purpose, a standalone desktop app was built by using the Matlab App
Designer software. Fig. 4.13 shows the developed graphical user interface.
An interactive version of the Pareto front depicted in Figs. 4.12 is shown in
the app. The sliders in the red box of Fig. 4.13 allow to adjust the set of
parameters to one of the 6,561 combinations given by the discretised para-
metric space. The corresponding point is simultaneously visualised in the
Pareto Front plot, while the numerical values of the parameters, together
with the mass and QoI coordinates, appear in the tables on the bottom
right. Since the optimal solutions obtained through the multi-objective
optimisation do not necessarily coincide with one of the 6,561 combinations
represented by the cloud of points, an extra box is added which allows to
scroll through a list of all the Pareto points (blue box in Fig. 4.13). Also in
this case, the point information is reflected in the Pareto front plot and
the numerical values are updated in the corresponding tables. If the user
is interested in visualising all the Pareto points, it can be done by simply
clicking on the “Display all optimal points” button. Finally, the static and
dynamic deformation of the BiW corresponding to the selected parametric
choice is updated in real-time in the two left top plots.
For a better understanding, the reader can finally refer to Fig. 4.14 to have
a global overview of the proposed PGD-NVH method.

4.4 Chapter summary

A parametric global static and dynamic stiffness analysis is performed
by means of a PGD-based methodology in order to optimise the NVH
performance of a BiW structure characterised by material and geometric
design variables. In particular two material and two shape design variables
are studied, which correspond to the thickness and cross sections of the C-
pillar and rear long member components. A coupling of the PGD with the
IR method, which allows the static analysis of the BiW in its unconstrained
configuration, is used to compute the parametric static equivalent torsional
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Figure 4.13: Graphical interface of the developed
PGD-NVH app for the static and dynamic analyses.

stiffness (ETS) of the BiW. The parametric lowest torsional frequency under
free vibration condition is obtained, instead, by employing a coupled PGD-
IPM (inverse power method) eigensolver. A parametrised FE model formed
by shell elements is built in the ANSA CAE pre-processor commercial
software, which allows to deal with complex shape changes and prepare
the input data of the problem in the separated PGD format. During an
offline computation, the proposed PGD-NVH solver is executed in an in-
house Matlab environment, acting as a black-box, such that a nonintrusive
interaction with commercial FE packages is possible. Finally, a post-
process of the obtained parametric results was presented. The accuracy
of the method was measured by comparing the two quantities of interest
(ETS and torsional frequency) with the corresponding full-order results,
which resulted into a maximum relative error in the order of 10�3. It is
important to mention that the PGD results were obtained by performing
only one offline computation for the static and dynamic problems and then
particularising the results for any parametric combination in real-time. On
the contrary, a total of 13,122 full-order simulations (6,561 for the static
and 6,561 for the dynamic case) were needed to sample the results by
means of standard methods. Thanks to explicit dependency of the QoIs on
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Pre-process: Parametrisation of the BIW model

µ = [µ1, µ2, . . . , µnp ]
T ⇢ Rnp
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Solve in ~10-4 seconds

Figure 4.14: Overview of the proposed PGD-NVH
method.

the parameters, a multi-objective optimisation study was performed by a
genetic algorithm implemented in Matlab. The study allowed to identify a
set of optimal Pareto points which drastically reduced the combination of
design variables to take into account in the final decision-making process.
Finally, a graphical interface app was developed by using the Matlab App
Designer software, providing an interactive visualisation of the results, such
that the designers can check in real-time the effects of variables on the global
static and dynamic behaviour of the BiW structure. The developed app is
just an example of the potential of this method. In fact, the information
contained in the app could be modified and adapted to the needs of the
specific problem, representing the kind of support that the industry urgently
needs to optimise the development process.
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5 Conclusions and future

developments

5.1 Conclusions

This thesis is one of the 15 projects implemented in the context of the Pro-
TechTion (Industrial decision-making on complex Production Technologies
supported by simulaTion-based engineering) programme, funded by the
European Union’s EU Framework Programme for Research and Innovation
Horizon 2020.
All the projects are supported by a consortium of eight renowned univer-
sities and twelve industrial partners from all over Europe. In particular,
this thesis was supervised by the Universitat Politècnica de Catalunya
(UPC) and Swansea University (SU), in collaboration with SEAT S.A. as
industrial partner. The overall objective of ProTechTion is to bridge the
gap between the full potential of multi-disciplinary SBE technology and
the methodologies available in industrial environments to perform complex
production processes.

This thesis is dedicated to the development of a new methodology to
improve the design optimisation process of an automotive structure with
respect to its noise and vibration performance, which is one of the most
complex targets to accomplish during the vehicle development process. In
order to achieve the proposed objective, a ROM technique was developed
which allows to perform the linear static and dynamic global stiffness
analysis of automotive structures characterised by parametric material
and geometric properties, which represent the design variables typically
unknowns during the design process.
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The proposed technique, based on the PGD reduced order method, allows
to efficiently explore an arbitrary large design space and perform real time
sensitivity analysis with respect to the different design parameters. The
key idea behind the method is to invest an initial affordable computational
effort, already during the preliminary phase of the design process, to built
an accurate surrogate model of the problem. The obtained reduced model is
then used to perform efficient optimisation studies and real-time evaluations,
which serve as support to designers during the intricate decision-making
process.
Several challenges were addressed throughout the chapters of this thesis to
achieve the objectives announced in Section 1.3. As a summary, the main
contributions of each chapter are presented in this final section.

• Chapter 2: Parametric static analysis of an unconstrained
structure.
This chapter introduces the problem related to the static analysis of
an unconstrained structure, which in the industrial context is usually
solved by means of the IR problem. After a review or IR in the non-
parametric case, an extension of the problem to the parametric format
is presented. The PGD method is introduced as the most appealing
ROM for the resolution of the resulting multidimensional problem.
More specifically, the encapsulated PGD toolbox is employed to se-
quentially solve the parametric algebraic operations involved in the
multidimensional version of the IR algorithm. A hybrid version of
the PGD method is developed, which allows to deal with complex
shape parametrisations, overcoming one of the main limitation of the
standard PGD method. An academic numerical example finally shows
the properties of the developed PGD-IR method. In particular, the
structure of the parametric PGD solution is described and compared
with the corresponding full-order FE results. Moreover, the variation
of a specific QoI in the design space is explored during a real time
post-process step.
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• Chapter 3: Parametric solutions in structural dynamic.
In this chapter, the PGD method is coupled with the IPM algorithm
in order to perform the modal analysis of a 3D structure characterised
by material and geometric parameters. A review of the standard
IPM method is carried out to show the structure of the iterative
algorithm. As it is well known, the method allows to extract the
smallest (in magnitude) natural frequencies and corresponding vibra-
tional mode shapes, which represent the typical QoIs in structural
dynamic problems. The coupled PGD-IPM is developed following the
rationale already introduced in Chapter 2. A new deflation technique
is developed to compute subsequent parametric eigenmodes. The
encapsulated PGD toolbox is a key asset to perform several para-
metric algebraic operations included in the algorithm. Moreover, a
new PGD-based routine is derived and implemented to calculate the
square root of a parametric object, which is essential in the PGD-IPM
framework. The same 3D structure used in the static problem is
tested to validate the proposed method. The parametric results in
terms of the three smallest natural frequencies and corresponding
mode shapes were presented and discussed. The comparison with
the corresponding full-order FE solutions confirm the accuracy of the
PGD solution and highlighted the advantages of the proposed method.

• Chapter 4: Industrial application.
In this chapter, the developed methodology is finally applied to an
industrial case of study, which is the NVH analysis of a simplified
BIW structure. The main QoIs of a standard NVH study are re-
viewed, which basically consist of evaluating the static and dynamic
global stiffness of the body structure in order to extract specific
indicators of the noise and vibration properties. The parametric defi-
nition of the problem is presented and the PGD-IR and PGD-IPM
algorithms, described in the two previous chapters, are unified in a
global algorithm. The problem is finally solved in three main steps:
a pre-process step; one offline computation; a post-process step. The
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pre-process phase includes the construction of a parametrised FE
model of the BIW structure by means of a morphing and optimisation
tool provided by a commercial software. The hybrid PGD approach is
used to assemble the input quantities (without solving the problem)
by means of the commercial software. Then, the sampled matrices
are imported in the in-house code and expressed in the PGD format.
Afterwards, with one offline computation, the static and dynamic
solutions were obtained in the compact parametric PGD format,
which contains the solutions for every possible combination of the
design variables. Finally, the obtained computational vademecum
is used to perform an efficient multi-objective optimisation study
by means of a gradient-free genetic algorithm. The study aims at
finding a set of optimal design configurations that optimise the static
and dynamic indicators while minimising the mass (thus the cost) of
the parametric car components. Finally, a graphical interface app is
developed for the real-time visualisation of the results. The app could
be uploaded on light computational devices (such as smartphones
and tables) such that designers could use it during the preliminary
design process in order to explore the design space in real time a take
decisions.

5.2 Future developments

The proposed method opens new perspectives for future research. Some
ideas are described below.

• Increase the number of design variables.
Real industrial design problems are usually characterised by a high
number of design variables. In this work, a maximum of four pa-
rameters were considered, which already represents a good result
if compared to the majority of PGD applications available in the
literature. It is worthy to mention that, conceptually, the PGD does
not present any limitation in terms of number of parameters to be
included. However, the iterative scheme, used to solve the nonlinear
problem of finding the best rank-one approximation of each PGD
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term, might have convergence problems when the number of param-
eters increases. An interesting future work would be to investigate
how to solve this issue.

• Compute a Separated Response Surface (SRS) of the PGD
input data.
As stated in Chapter 4, the proposed nonintrusive and hybrid PGD
approach requires a sampling of the input data in the whole design
space, that is assembling the input data for every possible com-
bination of the design variables. Each assembly has a negligible
computational cost if compared to the cost of full-order static and
dynamic simulation. Moreover, this task can be easily parallelised.
However, sampling a multidimensional space with an uniform distri-
bution in every parametric dimension is not optimal, especially in
view of an increment in the number of design variables involved. To
improve the pre-process phase of the proposed method, alternative
statistical sampling methods can be employed, such as the Latin
hypercube [100] or Halton sequence [101] methods, which allow to
generate a near-random sample of parameter values from a multi-
dimensional distribution. Once the sampling in the quasi-random
set of representative parametric combinations is available, the idea is
to compute a Separated Response Surface (SRS) which defines the
required separated approximation of the input data. As introduced
in [102] in the context of crashworthiness uncertainty quantification
to approximate the solution (and not the input data), the algorithm
employed to compute the SRS is based on the philosophy of the
least-squares PGD approximation. In the context of this thesis, some
preliminary work has been set up in order to test the PGD-SRS sam-
pling method. Although this has already shown interesting properties,
the obtained results have been considered not sufficiently accurate
for the analysed case of study. The reason might be connected to
some choices required by the algorithm in order to find the separated
representation. First, a penalty factor might be defined in order to
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enforce the smoothness of the approximated solution, which is not
automatically guaranteed otherwise. Moreover, a scaling of the data
points is needed in order to assign the same weight to the components
of the input matrix (or vector) depending on design variables which
might belong to different order of magnitudes. It is reasonable to
think that, with a small extra effort in calibrating these quantities,
the method could reach the expected accuracy, allowing to further
alleviate the pre-process phase of the proposed method.

• Translation into Python programming language.
As it is well known, Python is gaining increasing popularity in ev-
ery industrial sector. As a main advantage with respect to Matlab,
Python is a free, open-source software which attracts a much wider
community than commercial closed-source software. As already men-
tioned, the ultimate goal of this work is to provide a graphical interface
app which allows to visualise the results in real-time and support the
designers, independently on the language of implementation of the
PGD code. However, owning the tools and the expertise to adapt the
proposed PGD method to different cases of study represents the real
objective. As a consequence, in order to make the proposed methodol-
ogy more appealing for an industrial application, a translation of the
developed Matlab code into the preferred Python platform is planned.

• Apply the method to other cases of study.
This work has presented a general methodology for the linear static
and dynamic analysis of a parametric engineering structure. The
automotive industry is just one of the possible areas of applications.
A natural extension to other fields such as aeronautic, aerospace
or civil engineering is easy to imagine. Moreover, especially in the
context of the modal analysis, a wide range of other apparently non-
related applications might be approached by the proposed PGD-based
strategy. To give some examples, the modal analysis is employed in
fields like food process engineering to investigate the quality of fruits
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[103, 104], in the design of musical instruments like violins [105], or
to test ultrasonic medical instruments [106]. In this perspective, the
proposed technique has all the characteristics to have a strong impact
on a potentially wide scale.
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A Analytical approach to

separate input quantities

The analytical technique follows the standard isoparametric concept widely
used in FE formulations. This implies that a mapping function  (✓) which
transforms the reference domain ⌦ into the geometrically parametrised
domain ⌦(✓) has to be defined, such that

 (✓) : ⌦! ⌦(✓) (A.1)

X 7! x =  (X, ✓), (A.2)

where X represents the coordinate system associated to the reference
domain ⌦, while x describes the modified domain ⌦(✓). According to the
standard procedure, in order to transform the integrals involved in the
weak formulation from the parametrized domain to the reference one, the
Jacobian matrix J (✓) = @x/@X associated to the mapping  (✓) has to
be introduced. Then, the discretized definition of the stiffness and mass
matrices at the reference element level ⌦e (already defined in Sec. 2.1.2)
becomes

K
e =

Z

⌦e

B
T
J (✓)

�TC J (✓)
�1

B det(J (✓)) d⌦, (A.3)

M
e =

Z

⌦e

N
T
N det(J (✓)) d⌦. (A.4)

The modification of the stiffness matrix formulation caused by the
introduction of the inverse of the Jacobian matrix J

�1
 , leads to the first

important limitation of the analytical method. In fact, it is well known that
even if the mapping function and correspondent Jacobian can be written
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in a separated form, the inverse matrix J
�1
 (✓) is in general not separable

due to the presence of det(J (✓)) at the denominator. As a consequence,
an explicit dependency of the stiffness matrix on the geometric parameter
cannot be found and other methods should be employed to find a separated
expression of it. This difficulty is discussed in detail in [107]. An alternative
mixed formulation has also been recently considered to circumvent this
difficulty in a discontinuous Galerkin framework [108].
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B PGD square root

This section presents the algorithm devised to implement the square root
operation in the encapsulated PGD toolbox.

Recall that PGD combines a greedy strategy (computing sequentially
the rank-one terms) and, for each rank-one problem, an iterative alter-
nated directions scheme looping in all the parametric dimensions (for
� = 1, 2, . . . , np) assuming that all the sectional information is known for
any other sectional dimension j 6= �. The core of the algorithm is sum-
marised in the expression used to iterate (how to compute the sectional
dimension �, assuming that the rest of the sectional dimensions are known).
The goal of this section is to present this expression for the square root
operation. In this particular case, the expression for the first term (i = 1)
is different than for the subsequent terms (i = 2, 3, . . . ).

The input is a scalar parametric value X(µ) expressed in a separated
format

X(µ) =
nXX

i=1

�iX

npY

j=1

F j,i
X (µj), (B.1)

which is assumed to be nonnegative for every value of µ. Note that, in
accordance with the previous developments, the amplitude �iX of each term
arises from a normalisation of the parametric sectional modes F j,i

X (µj).
The aim is to compute Y (µ) =

p
X(µ), that is Y (µ), nonnegative and

such that Y (µ)2 = X(µ). The solution is written in the form of a sum of
nY rank-one terms, namely

Y (µ) =
nYX

i=1

�iY

npY

j=1

F j,i
Y (µj). (B.2)

First rank-one term (i = 1).
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The standard greedy approach in the PGD consists of computing the
rank-one terms sequentially. Let’s denote the first rank-one term, prior to
the normalisation of the sectional modes that bring out amplitudes by

Ỹ (µ) =

npY

j=1

F j

Ỹ
(µj). (B.3)

The idea is to find Ỹ such that

(Ỹ )2 = X. (B.4)

An alternated directions strategy is adopted that consists of computing
the sectional mode F �

Ỹ
(µ�) assuming that the rest of the modes F j

Ỹ
(µj) are

known for j 6= �, and looping for � = 1, 2, . . . , np. Given �, the problem is
solved multiplying by a weighting function

�Ỹ (µ) = �F �(µ�)
Y

j 6=�

F j

Ỹ
(µj) (B.5)

and integrating in all parametric dimensions but �, that is
Z

· · ·

Z

µj 6=µ�

⇣
Ỹ
⌘2
�Ỹ (µ)

Y

j 6=�

dµj =

Z
· · ·

Z

µj 6=µ�

X�Ỹ (µ)
Y

j 6=�

dµj (B.6)

Using expressions (B.3) and (B.5) in (B.6) results in
2

4
Y

j 6=�

Z

µj

(F j

Ỹ
(µj))

3dµj

3

5

| {z }
=:�?

(F �

Ỹ
(µ�))

2�F �(µ�) =

nXX

i=1

�iX

2

4
Y

j 6=�

Z

µj

F j,i
X (µj)F

j

Ỹ
(µj))dµj

3

5F i,�
X (µ�)

| {z }
=:R(µ�)

�F �(µ�)

(B.7)

for all �F �(µ�). Note that scalar �? and function R(µ�) introduced in (B.7)
are computable at this stage of the alternated directions algorithm. Thus,
the resulting sectional mode F �

Ỹ
(µ�) is updated in this iteration using the
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following expression:
F �

Ỹ
(µ�) =

q
R(µ�)/�?, (B.8)

which defines the core of the PGD square root algorithm (for the first term,
i = 1).
Subsequent rank-one terms (i = 2, 3, . . . ).

Now, assume that expression (B.2) for Y is obtained for some nY and it
has to be enhanced adding the nY +1 term. This rank-one term is denoted,
prior to normalisation of the sectional contributions, by

�Y (µ) =

npY

j=1

F j
�Y (µj). (B.9)

The algorithm proposed is based in the fact that in the PGD greedy
algorithm, the first modes produce a fair approximation of

p
X(µ) and

therefore, in order to compute the next term, a linearisation of the equation
is sufficient to improve the approximation. The following approximated
equation for �Y results from neglecting the quadratic term (�Y )2 in front
of Y�Y , namely

(Y +�Y )2 = X results in Y�Y ⇡
1

2
(X � Y 2). (B.10)

Once again, the unknowns F j
�Y , for j = 1, 2, . . . , np are computed with

the standard alternate directions strategy, that is assuming that F j
�Y are

known for j 6= �, multiplying by a variation �Y , and integrating in all
sectional dimensions but �, analogously to (B.6). The variation �Y reads

�Y (µ) = �F �(µ�)
Y

j 6=�

F j
�Y (µj). (B.11)
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Thus, in F �
�Y is computed such that, for all �F �(µ�)

nYX

i=1

�iY

=:�i
?z }| {2

4
Y

j 6=�

"Z

µj

F j,i
Y (µj)

⇣
F j
�Y (µj)

⌘2
dµj

#3

5F �
�Y (µ�)F

i,�
Y (µ�)�F

�(µ�) =

2

64
Z

· · ·

Z

µj 6=µ�

1

2
(X � Y 2)

0

@
Y

j 6=�

F j
�Y (µj) dµj

1

A

3

75

| {z }
=:R(µ�)

�F �(µ�) (B.12)

Thus, the expression defining the core of the alternated directions algorithm
for the subsequent terms i = 2, 3, . . . (and analogous to (B.8) for i = 1)
reads

F �
�Y (µ�) = R(µ�)/

0

@
nYX

i=1

�iY �
i
?F

i,�
Y (µ�)

1

A . (B.13)
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